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PREFACE
This report is a result of a 2nd semester master
project in Urban Design, Architecture & Design,
Aalborg University. The project concerns the transformation of Thomas B. Thriges Gade, Odense.
The report is divided into three main sections based
on different architectural scales: XL scale, L scale
and M scale. These are independent chapters with
own introduction and conclusion, and can be read
independently. In the end of the report a reflection
over the subjects processed during the project is
found. The project starts with a project introduction
and ends in a project recapitulation.
All diagrams in the report are produced by the
group. The images are a mix of own production and
ones found on the Internet.
The project consists of two reports: A main study
“Linking Odense” and a combined process study
and appendix. The main study shows a direct narrative from idea to final product. The process study
shows snippets of the design process and experimentation, which has supported the development
of the result presented in the main study. Through
the reading of the main report references are made
to the process study and the appendix.
Finally we would like to thank Niels Melchior for
taking time to supervise us and for sharing his expertise within traffic- and public transport planning.
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PROJECT
INTRODUCTION
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// SITE PRESENTATION

THOMAS B. THRIGES GADE

Thomas B. Thriges Gade is a street placed in the
city centre of Odense and one of the city’s biggest
traffic arteries (Fig.1). Approximately 30.000 cars
pass the four-lane street daily. Of these, approximately half of them are driving through making the
street a major part of both inner city and the overall
city infrastructure. At the same time it cuts through
the city centre and divides it into two sites, a commercial part representing Odense shopping life
and a museum part including the Hans Christian
Andersen Neighbourhood.
“For decades Thomas B. Thriges Gade has been a
traffic and mental barrier” Byenudafboksen.dk (own
translation)
A unanimous City Council did in 2008 decide

to transform Thomas B. Thriges Gade, to tie the
Odense city centre together across the division
that the street breakthrough created. This forms
the starting point for an architectural competition issued by Odense Municipality. In their description of
the project they state that:
“The transformation of the Thomas B. Thriges
Gade should create coherence in the city centre by
connecting the adjacent neighbourhoods and become an attractive area in itself. Thomas B. Thriges
Street will change from being a street to become an
urban area with a new identity”.
The project area stretches from Odense stream in
the south to Østre Stationsvej in the North and is
approximately 50,000 m2. It is expected there will

Fig.01: SITE LOCATION: DENMARK, ODENSE, THOMAS B. THRIGES GADE
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be built between 50,000 and 70,000 m2 of mixed
use of residential, retail and business, two new underground parking facilities and establishing of new
urban spaces
As one of the most important programmatic requirements, is the location of a two-track light rail
trajectory. Here Thomas B. Thriges Gade is seen
as the central part of a light rail system in Odense
(Fig.2).
(Odense Municipality,2011)

P
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P

Fig.02: THE INFRASTRUCTURE VISION OF ODENSE MUNCIPALITY
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// APPROACH

XL+L+M

The method of the project is devised over three
different scales. Each scale represents a scenario
that will be solved within their independent part of
the report. When the scenario is solved, the result
will be transferred to the next scale. This way a
scenario is gradually built beginning in the XL scale
that will be transferred and further developed in
the L scale to finally be processed in the M scale
(Fig.3).
XL: The five hectares of land that Thomas B. Thriges Gade represents has a relatively small footprint in the total size of Odense, and is by far not
the biggest development project in Odense at the
moment. Despite of its size the closing of Thomas
B. Thriges Gade, for cars, will have a major impact
in the overall infrastructure of the city. When closing the street, the area should not be thought only
as a benefit for city centre, but as an area which
will be a benefit for the entire city. Therefore the
street needs to be thought into an overall vision for
Odense. This forms the starting point for an XLscale, which will be processed in 1:5.000. In this
scale an overall vision and concept will be created
where the closing of Thomas B. Thriges Gade will
be thought into a context containing the entire city
of Odense.
L: While five hectares are small, seen in the context
of Odense as a whole, it is large seen in the context
of the inner city. Thomas B. Thriges Gade is part of
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a diverse context that has shaped itself over hundreds of years. Here an architectural form of Darwinism has left back an exciting and tolerant fabric
of buildings and street patterns with a high level
of complexity. If Thomas B. Thriges Gade should
reach this complexity, it is too large to be entirely
planned in just one master plan. More appropriate for such a scale are strategies as guidelines
for obtaining the vision. This will create a flexible
and strong plan for the area, which can adapt to
changes through time. This forms the starting point
for an L-scale which will be processed in 1:2.000.
This will result in a strategic plan of the transformation of Thomas B. Thriges Gade, and a vision plan
of how it could be.
M: Here the overall ideas and visions of the XLscale meets the spatial ideas and visions of the Lscale creating a solution that fulfils both the overall
ideas for the city, while fitting into a local context
of Thomas B. Thriges Gade. This forms the starting point for an M-scale which will be processed in
1:200. This scale allows designing the space between buildings in detail. In this scale a site plan
will be made on the basis of a zoom-in of the vision
plan.

XL

L

M

1:5000

1:2000

1:200

ODENSE

THOMAS B. THRIGES GADE

THOMAS B. THRIGES SQUARE

Fig.3: APPROACH DIAGRAM
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XL
ODENSE
1:5000

This chapter works within the scale of
1:5000. The scale allows for the creation
of an overall strategic planning of Odense
in relation to the project site of Thomas B.
Thriges Gade. The chapter takes its starting point in the situation of Odense, in the
transformation from industrial city to knowledge city, creating a vision for the future of
Odense
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// HISTORICAL INSIGHT

FROM INDUSTRY TO KNOWLEDGE

In the late 19th century and through the first half
of the 20th century Odense experienced a massive population growth, from 20.000 inhabitants
around 1890 to 100.000 in 1945 (dendigitalebyport.byhistorie.dk, 2011). The reason for this
expansion was due to a number of flourishing
heavy industrial companies such as the Thomas
B. Thrige factories and Lindøværftet near the
harbour. In 1960 51% of the workforce was in
industry and crafts.
The harbour of Odense played a central role
in the industrial era. Traffic between the harbour in the north of the city and the south of
the city increased. In 1952 a unanimous city
council approved the construction of a four-lane
road through the city from Benedicts Plads to
Odense Harbour - Thomas B. Thriges Gade.
The construction demanded the demolition of
many buildings in the old city centre and thereby
the division of the city centre in two. Also an expansion of Albanigade was to be implemented.
Thomas B. Thriges Gade was at that time seen
as an important and necessary link from the harbour to the city and later the motorway in the
south.

On the 6th of may 1970 Thomas B. Thriges
Gade was inaugurate, but the target audience
had already started to leave before its inauguration. From 1970 and on, the major cities of Denmark experienced a deindustrialization. In 1984
27% of the workforce was in the industry and
craft, and in 2007 only 9% (dendigitalebyport.
dk, 2011). It was also in 1984 a unanimous city
council now viewed Thomas B. Thriges Gade
as a public eyesore (odense.dk, 2011). The industrial harbour, which had played an important
role in the decision to create Thomas B. Thriges
Gade, was moved in 1992 to the Lindø Terminal
approximately 15 km away (museum.odense.dk,
2011). Instead Odense University, which later in
1998 became Syddansk University, became a
part of Odense’s ‘new industry’. Odense University employed 5000 people, which represented
7% of Odense’s total workforce (e-odense.dk,
2011). This eventually led to the Odense Municipality implementing Odense as a knowledge
city´ as one of a four plan strategies.

Fig.4: THE DEVELOPMENT OF ODENSE 1900-2010
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// ANALYSIS

THE KNOWLEDGE CITY

Odense has a wish to transform from the industrial
city they used to be. They now wish to be a knowledge city (Municipality Plan, 2009). This wish is
hardly independent, a quick Internet search unveil
that municipalities all over Denmark wishes to be
knowledge cities including Copenhagen, Aarhus,
Aalborg, Lyngby-Taarbæk, Sorø, Vejle, Kolding etc.
The knowledge city has become a brand, but what
is the knowledge city and why is the wish to become one so widespread?
The ideas of a knowledge based economy spans
upon an overall situation. The globalization has
led to relocation of industrial jobs to countries with
cheaper labour.
“With globalization, our economy changed the focus
from raw materials to knowledge and innovation,
and our businesses today do not compete on price
but on quality, development and design”(Andersen
& Lorentzen, 2009, Own translation)
Now countries like Denmark cannot compete on
jobs of routine, but rather on, experiences, creativity and innovation. This has created a need for the
cities to rethink its focuses in urban politics. ”(Andersen & Lorentzen, 2009)
The knowledge city is a global trend used as a term
to describe a city that meets these challenges.
This is normally addressed with trying to unite science, education, business and urban development
(CPHX.dk, 2011).
But why is the focus on becoming a knowledge
city so widespread? In general a municipality can
be considered to be a company. The citizens subscribe to the company by salary taxes, and in return they gain services like children’s care, schools,
infrastructure, entertainment, subsidence when
unemployed, home care, libraries, museums etc.
(Kommunernes Landsforening, 2005)
The municipality works well as long as the majority of its citizens give more than they take. When
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people are unemployed or have retired from labour,
they become an expense instead of an income,
and the municipality budget becomes hard to keep
(Ugebrevet A4, 2010). Thereby the retaining of jobs
for the majority of the city’s citizens becomes crucial.

nana of Denmark, a problematic band lying on the
furthest edges of the country outside the two biggest growth centres of Denmark of the eastern city
band between Randers, Aarhus and Trekantsområdet, and Metropolitan area of Copenhagen and
adjacent municipalities (Miljøministeriet, 2009).

The theory of how to meet this new challenge
seems to have been compiled down to some key
theoretical headlines, where knowledge economy
is one of them.

The peripheral areas have in general experienced
an escape of well-educated people, and suffer with
social problems, empty buildings and high unemployment (Ugebrevet A4, 2010). The escape of the
young people is experienced in the municipality of
Thisted, denoted part of peripheral part of Denmark
lying in a north western location badly connected
to the national infrastructure of the country with
no contact to national trains or motorway network.
Here a halving of 26 year olds from 1993 to 2006
has happened while retaining its amount of citizens
resulting in an aging society (Information, 2010).
Similar developments have happened in other far
located areas of the country.

“The terms “information society,” “knowledge
economy”(castells 1996) and “experience economy” (Pine and Gilmore 1999) have become metaphors for new strategies created to meet new challenges.” (Kiib, 2010)
While the municipality can deliver only a limited
amount of jobs, it becomes important to attract
companies to open in the city. An important attractor for companies is the accessibility to a proper
workforce and knowledge environments. This has
made the presence of local educational facilities
like a university, gymnasiums, technical colleges
etc. a must have among major cities in Denmark.
Juul | Frost Architects points out in a report on the
future of campus areas: “If either the meeting points
are located between the city and the university or
internally on the campus area, they facilitate a
number of informal situations, where the students,
scientists and employees can exchange with each
other” (juulfrost.dk).
But not all cities can be offering universities or
workspaces within knowledge production. Being
within commuting distance of knowledge production can ensure jobs for citizens as well. Examples
thereof could be cities like Randers and Roskilde
(Andersen & Lorentzen, s. 84, 2009) (Ugebrevet
A4, 2010).
Municipalities located outside of this periphery on
the other hand have a harder time, and many of
these have been denoted as part of the Rotten Ba-

Recently the development seen in peripheral areas has also happened in places more centrally
located areas with good connection to the infrastructure. Slagelse, located near both the national
railway- and motorway network, has also suffered.
The former industrial city does now suffer from not
having adapted to the new knowledge society. Now
53% of all citizens are unemployed, and the city is
in decay (BT, 22 marts, 2011). This point towards,
that the ability to adapt to the knowledge society is
not only affected by the city’s external connection
but also internal factors.
Conclusively there seems to be a reason for the
big focus on becoming a knowledge city. The alternative to being a knowledge city, or not being
connected to one, seems equal to being part of the
peripheral Denmark and in decay.
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// ANALYSIS

ODENSE AS A KNOWLEDGE CITY

Odense is located in the middle of Denmark on Funen. At the same time Odense is one of the major
Danish cities furthest away from Copenhagen or
Aarhus. Funen is surrounded, on three out of four
sides, of municipalities stamped as problematic
peripheral regions (udkants Danmark). Some problematic areas are located closer to the “Eastern
Jutland City Band” and Copenhagen than Odense
including Norddjurs Municipality near Århus, and
Slagelse near Copenhagen. These have all experienced the escape of young well-educated people
and have trouble with unemployment among its labour force and a growing elderly population (Ugebrevet A4, 2010).
Migration statistics of Odense shows that the city
attracts a big crowd in the group of 17-24 year
olds; the years of initiating further education after
preschool, an equal crowd seems to leave the city
once again in the group of 24-39 year olds; the
years of ended education and initiating families.
While having a resource of young people within
education, they seem to leave the city after graduation (Fig.5) (Odense Municipality, 2009).
“Figures from Danmarks Statistik show that it is
families with children who move from the city and
students who move to the city. The municipality wishes to stop this development, as those who
leave have higher incomes than those who arrive.
Odense attracts young people who need an education, but the figures show that young people leave
town again when they graduate” Tina Slot, Odense
Municipality (Danmarks Statistik, 2001).
This negative migration within the group of 24-39
could indicate that Odense does not fulfil the needs
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of the group. Studies show, that Odense is the only
Danish University city to deliver below average ratio of jobs for graduates of higher education (Fig.6)
(Odense Municipality, 2009).
c
When the young bright minds leave the city, the
ones who were supposed to contribute to the municipality fund and spend money in the city’s service industry, the financial situation of the city is at
stake. Could Odense in the future end up being in
closer relation to the situation of the peripheral regions than the knowledge society?
In the National Plan Report (Landsplanredegørelse) of 2009 the Danish government for the
first time point out two areas of Growth in Denmark
– the “Eastern Jutland City Band” and Zeeland. In
the same report Odense is denoted to be part of the
category “Medium Sized City Regions” (Miljøstyrrelsen, 2009). Though still the third largest city of
Denmark, Odense suddenly became part of a category of medium sized Danish Market towns and
something not really worth mentioning in the overall planning of Denmark. In the 2010 National Plan
Report Odense had increased its role of the report
with having the following:
“…Odense has with the University Hospital and the
retail a similar role for the development of Funen.“
(Miljøstyrrelsen, 2010).
On a national scale on the other hand, Odense still
seems to be almost unimportant according to the
national plan report. This has led Odense in corporation with other municipalities of Funen to create a
new graphical layout of how the growth of Denmark
should look like. Here the emphasis is put on the

connectivity in between the major cities, and instead of Denmark having only two growth centers;
they try to emphasize Odense’s central location in
the national infrastructure based on the H-model
(Fig.8) (Odense Municipality plan, 2009).
The H-model (Fig.7) is a term used to describe
how three motorways connect the biggest cities of
Denmark nationally and internationally (Transform,
2011). One of these is the international motorway
E20 that in Denmark stretches between Copenhagen and Esbjerg with Odense at a central location.
This model does to some extent emphasize Denmark as one city region with a polycentric layout
of major Danish cities where the infrastructure between is key element.
Odense Municipality does in their proposed 2011
municipal plan strategy further specify this wish as
follows “Odense suggests that the Danish cities
goes beyond the national competition, and instead
establish cooperation and a national division of labour: The capital (Copenhagen) will be a natural
growth locomotive and Aarhus, Odense and Aalborg a kind of stoker, providing each with its own
kind of coal to throw on the fire: Cities should not
be able to do the same - but together we should be
able to do everything.” (Odense Municipality, 2011)
If the model that Odense has proposed (Fig.8)
should be the future for the city, it needs to look
inwards. How well do they function as a knowledge
city, and what can they offer in relation to the knowledge society?
In a case study conducted by Centre for Knowledge Systems on the knowledge city transformation in Barcelona, Delft, Eindhoven and Melbourne,
they conclude:
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“From the cases examined, one main “lesson
learnt” in knowledge cities’ design and implementation is the importance of having strong links and
creating synergy and trust between all social actors, national and local government, universities,
industries and society as a whole.” (Carrillo, s.13,
2004)
Mats Olsson, former director of the city planning
office in Malmø, supports the conclusion in his description of important parts of the knowledge city:
“Knowledge cities success is more than what was
present of earlier urban forms; it is increasingly dependent on well functioning networks between people, companies, authorities and institutions - across
disciplines and traditional work areas.” (Mats Olsson, 2008 own translation)
Has Odense succeeded in creating a strong link
and synergy between involved parties of the knowledge society? In a Leader, in the Danish newspaper Børsen, it was conclude somewhat provocative, that the University of Odense should be shut
down, due to the municipality’s lack of using it as
a resource to promote local business (Fyens.dk,
2011). This is based on the fact that Odense is
ranging municipality number 46 on the 2011 chart
of best business municipalities in Denmark. In comparison Copenhagen and Århus takes up place 16
and 17. (Børsen, 2011)
Considered the statement of Børsen, and the general conclusion of successful knowledge city transformations, it could be indicated that Odense has
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not succeeded in its transformation yet. A strong
link and synergy in between the university, social actors and businesses both locally, regionally
and nationally is still to be established. If Odense
should be an important actor in a national knowledge region, they need to improve their conditions
for knowledge production internally.
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// ANALYSIS

MAPPING OF KNOWLEDGE POTENTIALS

To gain further information on where Odense is in
development towards the knowledge city a mapping of potential areas has been conducted. These
represent areas which could be interesting, in a
synergetic connection, for Odense as a knowledge
city.

HARBOUR
CITY CAMPUS
MAIN TRAIN STATION

MUSIC AND THEATER HOUSE
THOMAS B. THRIGES GADE

OUH
SDE COLLEGE

SCIENCE PARK

SDU

SDU

NEW OUH

PARK AND RIDE

Fig.9: POTENTIAL AREAS OF ODENSE
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E20 EUROPEAN MOTORWAY

N

500m

Harbour
Redevelopment of old industrial harbour.
Has by now already attracted the engineering company Rambøll and Finance
company Deloitte.
700.000 m2 of mixed use of housing, offices and recreational facilities to be built.
With 40% offices, approximately 11.200
jobs could exist here.

SDE College
A department of South Denmark Technical College with more than 1500 students.
A good link to technical workforce.

City Campus
Redevelopment of freight train area. A
cross-functional area with shared facilities between industry and education.
28,5 hectare city area for redevelopment.

Science Park
A new science park with facilities for both
the university and private companies.
140.000 m2 of new development. Of
these maximum 30% should be for living. This creates potentially office space
for 3920 jobs.

Odense Banegårds Center
The most important point in the cities
public transport network. It connects the
city locally, regionally with busses, and
nationally and internationally with trains
routes to both Jutland and Zeeland and
the internal Copenhagen Airport.

SDU Campus
A department of Odense University.
19417 people studying and working.

Music and Theatre House
A landmark that puts Odense on the map
with its strong cultural life. The project will
be a cultural neighborhood of mixed use
with culture as main function.

OUH
The current Odense University Hospital
with 7000 jobs within healthcare. After
completion of the new OUH, this area
will have room for 150.000 m2 new
housing located close to the city core.

Thomas B. Thriges Gade
Closing of busy traffic street towards creating a more coherent city core.
>50.000 m2 of floor space to be developed primarily for housing and offices.
With 40% offices, approximately 800 jobs
could exist here.

New OUH
The new university hospital of Odense
with 10.000 workspaces within healthcare.

Odense city centre
With three kilometres of pedestrian street
for shopping, café and recreational life.
The city core does also contain most municipal power functions.

E20 European motorway
The Regional and national connection
to the car infrastructure of Denmark and
Europe.
These could be reached by public transport with a Park and Ride facility near the
motorway exit.
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VISION + CONCEPT

THE AXIS OF KNOWLEDGE

VISION
Odense has a lot of potential that could turn its direction towards a knowledge city. Currently most of
the potentials stand like points on the map with major distances in between. This makes them appear
as fragmented potentials.
When standing alone, the potentials will have difficulty getting attention on a national scale. When
joined, a foundation for creating synergy in between the university and other educational facilities, culture, municipal power and local businesses
can be created and the potentials reach a mass,
of tens of thousands people contributing to knowledge production of the city so notable, that Odense
becomes an important actor on a national scale.

CONCEPT
(See Fig.10)
The concept evolves on creating a physical link in
one common street that links the fragmented potential areas of knowledge in Odense. Introducing the
notion of speed, the concept compresses the distance between the potentials and thereby strengthens the connection between them. This creates a
setting, which calls for increased knowledge sharing and synergy between the development areas of
Odense, making it The Axis of Knowledge.
The Axis of Knowledge will consist of two aspects.
Firstly the infrastructure that makes it possible to
move through the axis, which ensures accessibility to the functions on and along it. The more used
the infrastructure going through the axis is, the
more attractive and prestigious the exposure towards it becomes, and the more functions located
at the axis, the more attractive it becomes to move
through. The Axis of Knowledge will be a development strategy telling the story of Odense developing as a knowledge city.
To initiate the axis of knowledge a strong infrastructure between the potentials will be introduced. To
accommodate the scattering of the potentials all
over the city, a transit system will be introduced that
can compress the mental distance and the travelling time between them. This will ensure a foundation for synergy between the potentials.
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FRAGMENTED POTENTIALS

ADDING CONNECTIVITTY

ADDING VELOCITY
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Fig.10: CONCEPT ILLUSTRATED IN 3 STEPS. Fragmented potenstials: The different colors are claryfying that the potential areas are
not well linked. Adding connectivity: the potential areas are all green
representing a unite. Adding velocity: the line is a fast connection,
that unite the potential areas further.
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// PLANNING THE AXIS OF KNOWLEDGE

CURRENT PUBLIC TRANSPORT

To get a broader understanding of how public transport could support the Axis of Knowledge, a study
has been conducted on the current public transport
infrastructure of Odense.
Today transportation between the city centre and
the area around SDU accounts for the largest part
of daily trips taken in Odense with a total of 12.930.
Further the project of the new super hospital will
increase daily trips from the city core to the area
around SDU to approximately 18.000. With the
possibility of transferring people from private to
public transportation this number can be increased
by 13.000 making it a total of 31.000 daily trips,
which makes this the transportation axis, by far, the
biggest in the city of Odense, by number of daily
trips. (Odense trafik og mobilitetsplan)
The public infrastructural system, which supports
this transportation axis, is the city busses. There
are currently three bus routes which supports this
axis but part of a very complicated web of bus
routes with no visual hierarchy defining important
routes in the city. Furthermore the coherency of
this axis is comprised by the relatively long travel
time from the train station to SDU, on average 19
min on 6½ km when the busses drive as proposed
in the plan. It is a known problem for Odense that
the buses are experiencing great problems during
peak hours, where the traffic activity is at its highest (mobilitetsplan). This causes traffic jams where
bus passengers get trapped on a vehicle moving
very slowly though the city. With a frequency of
approximately 10 minutes between every bus, the
travelling time between the university and the station easily exceed 30 minutes and on a normal day
people can spend more than one hour going back
and forth within Odense.
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The infrastructure is today organised around
Odense train station, as main node of all bus
routes. While most of the potential areas are reachable from the train station, no route does interconnect all of the potentials. This creates situations
where the travelling time internally between the
potential areas can be long and complicated.
CONCLUSION
The current public transport infrastructure of
Odense does not offer one route that can connect
all potential areas. To travel between the potential
areas can require switching between different bus
routes in a system with no clear hierarchy of the
busses. For example the travelling time between
Odense train station and the university can easily
exceed 30 minutes, and the busses can further get
stuck in traffic due to having to drive in a shared
trace with cars in congested areas. This calls for a
more efficient, clear solution that can compress the
distance between the potential areas of knowledge.

HARBOR
CITY CAMPUS
MAIN TRAIN STATION
MUSIC AND THEATER HOUSE
THOMAS B. THRIGES GADE

SDE COLLEGE

SDU
SCIENCE PARK

SDU

NEW OUH

PARK AND RIDE

Fig.11: CURRENT PUBLIC TRANSPORT MODE - BUS MAP. The
potential areas are not well connected by the bus system

N

500m
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// PLANNING THE AXIS OF KNOWLEDGE

CHOISE OF PUBLIC TRANSPORT MODE

To improve public transport in a manner to compress the distance between the mapped potentials
alternatives to the current bus infrastructures are
researched.

METRO
Metro is a passenger railway in an urban area with
a high capacity and frequency, with grade separation from other traffic. Usually it is located in underground tunnels or on elevated rails above street
level ensuring no interruption with other modes of
traffic, and thereby no speed limitations. In a research of the 130 registered metro systems in the
world it is found that these are generally introduced
in cities and metropolitan regions of more than one
million inhabitants (Wikipedia 1, 2011).
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LRT – Light Rail Transit
The idea behind the LRT System is to bring a train
solution within an neighbourhood environment. It
can be considered to be a modern version of the
classical tram system. The system is often run on
electricity, which makes it possible to run the system on green energy. It has a high capacity and
usually runs in separate lanes or right-of-way (Wikipedia 2, 2011).

BRT – Bus Rapid Transit
Public transportation system that uses buses - providing a faster and more efficient service in general
than ordinary buses. It seeks to approach the service quality of rail transit while still achieving the
cost-savings and flexibility of bus transit. One of
the main principles behind a BRT system differing
it from a regular bus system is that it has dedicated
lanes, separated from other modes of traffic, multiple entrance doors, level less entering and often a
prepaid ticketing system to avoid delays while loading the bus (Wikipedia 3, 2011).

// PLANNING THE AXIS OF KNOWLEDGE

BRT vs. LRT

By 2020 the vision of Odense municipality is that
public transport should to be increased by 33% according to the mobility plan made by the municipality. If this is to become a reality, it is important for
Odense to provide a good public transport system
meeting the demands and requirements of the future. Odense has tried to meet this vision by proposing a light rail system with four lines connecting
most of the city.
The first of these lines to be implemented is a route
connecting the central railway station to the university and the new super hospital, a line with some
similarities to the axis of knowledge. In a study
conducted by COWI the construction price of this
line will be about 500-550 million DKK. Further
they conclude that there will be an added 20-25
million DKK to the yearly expense of the current
infrastructure of busses today. The implementation
of the LRT line will take about 10 years until functioning. The report concludes that economically the
LRT System would not be a good idea in Odense.
This creates an incentive to look for cheaper alternatives that can provide an equal or close result to
the LRT. In search of an alternative the BRT system
is considered.
In a project for a new public transport ring 3 of Copenhagen, the BRT was found to be 60% cheaper
than the cost of a LRT (COWI 2010).
The LRT system needs rails to run on which makes
the system locked to a certain route after its completion. If the potentials should end up not being
build or the location of them should change due to
new unforeseen needs, a statically rail line could
end up being at the wrong place.
The BRT system has the advantage that it runs
on regular asphalt roads, an infrastructure already
implemented in Odense. This brings flexibility to
the system, as it can be changed as development
changes.

typically replaces regular bus connections and
thereby brings a much larger capacity, comfort and
promise of keeping the track record due to its differentiation from car infrastructure and thereby avoid
traffic jams. The BRT system can like the LRT have
frequent departures from every station, ensuring
high capacity. The modern BRT busses can ensure
a comfort similar to the LRT, and with separated
lanes differing, the system can be even as punctual
and effective as the LRT. In the comparison of LRT
and BRT for the Copenhagen ring 3, it was found
that the BRT would be only 5% slower on the 28
kilometre route (COWI, 2010).
Functionally the branding value of the BRT can be
just as good branding value as the LRT, or even
better. By now Århus is getting a LRT system,
while Aalborg, Copenhagen, Stockholm, Oslo and
Gothenburg, are trying to get one or does already
have one. In total there is by now about 500 LRT
systems worldwide, so the system will hardly be
unique either nationally or internationally (Letbaner.dk, 2011). This way the uniqueness somewhat
shrinks to a regional scale. By implementing a BRT
system, Odense could mark them as first city in
Northern Europe to create such a system. Cities
like Curitiba pioneering the BRT system and Bogota having the biggest passenger flow has gained
great attention worldwide with their BRT systems
(Wikipedia, 2011).
CONCLUSION
The BRT is a good alternative to the LRT, especially for Odense where the LRT has been stamped too
expensive. The increased flexibility of the BRT system would be a benefit, especially in times where
development can change. The BRT system can be
implemented on existing infrastructure which can
save funds and implementation time, and the system can boost similar track records when running in
individual lanes. Finally the overall branding value
of the system might be the same or even larger.

THE OPTION OF A FREE BRT
With the potentially high amount of funds saved
upon choosing a BRT solution, it could be possible to run the system with a free ticketing during its
first years of implementation. When the BRT is free
of charge it will attract its ultimate amount of passengers due to its increased branding value and
economic superiority to other transportation modes
for the public. It will in most cases eliminate travelling between the potentials in car, as it is simply
not rentable and people will avoid trouble of finding parking spaces and other problems related to
personal transportation in car. Not only the travelling time will be compressed, the distance between
the people of the knowledge axis would also be
compressed, which could create a higher sense of
unity.
As no costs are related to travelling on the axis of
knowledge, the use of the infrastructure will not be
limited to the necessary trips only. It is imaginable
that students of the university, employees of the super hospital and companies at the harbour would
gain a greater contact to the inner city as it is feasible to visit it during, for example, the lunch break.
Finally and foremost, when the route reaches its
ultimate amount of users, it will support the Axis of
Knowledge as development strategy, as it becomes
attractive to face the axis. This would increase the
chance of the Axis of Knowledge getting fully built.

The light rail is a relatively popular solution that
seems to gain a lot of branding value, a so-called
rail effect (Cowi, 2010). This might be because it
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// PLANNING THE AXIS OF KNOWLEDGE

PLACING THE BRT SYSTEM

The overall objective when placing the axis of
knowledge is to connect as many of the potentials
as possible. To use the flexibility of the BRT, the infrastructure should primarily be placed on existing
road. This ensures that no infrastructure will be left
useless if the BRT route should change.
The proposed route begins by the Harbour area and
continues through the city campus to Odense train
station. Here it is possible to jump on the BRT from
regional and national busses and trains. The BRT
then continues to Thomas B. Thriges Gade where it
passes both the Music- and Theatre house and the
city centre. It then drives through Albanigade and a
short part of Hjallesevej to swing left on Munkebjergvej where it passes the SDE College and drives
to the end of the road where it again swings left to
Niels Bohrs Allé where it passes the SDU faculty.
Approximately one kilometre later it swings right to
reach Campus Vej where it reaches the Science
Park, SDU, the new OUH and finally terminates at
a Park and Ride facility with connection to the E20
European Motorway. The only potential area that
has not been reached with the route is the current
OUH. This should be kept in mind when planning
further public transport.

which provide the service of connecting cars to the
inner city, without letting people drive through the
city. The parking ring is going to be implemented on
current roads in the city.
The connection between the three rings roads are
conducted by radial streets that serves as entranceroads to the city. As the map shows these roads are
very busy, which make the implementation of the
BRT on these roads very difficult.
The route is drawn primarily on the side streets, to
avoid the car infrastructure getting too crowded.
From a quick analysis, the capacity of the chosen
side streets should be able to handle the size of a
new BRT system implemented there.
A study has been conducted on sections of the
streets of how the BRT could be implemented.
This study can be found in appendix p.20. Traffic
requirements have been taken in consideration for
all the actors using the street where the section on
figure 12 illustrates the minimum of widths used to
create the best conditions for all the users.

To determine whether this route is possible the
overall infrastructure of Odense is analysed. The
current road structure in Odense brings the cars
into the inner city and through it. The cars have
dominated the road infrastructure in the city in the
last 50 years, but in relation to the new project of
Thomas B. Thriges Gade this is going to change for
Odense. [Mobilitetsplan, s. 40]
The future infrastructure for the cars in Odense is
divided into 3 ring roads. The outer road, Ringvejen, which consists of the motorway and the eastern part of Kertemindevej. These roads connect
Odense to the regional and national scale. The
second ring, Ringgaden, serves as a more local
ring road, which function is to create a faster way
around Odense connecting the suburbs and dwelling areas. The last ring represents the parking ring,
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Fig.13: AMOUNT OF CARS DRIVING IN ODENSE PER DAY ON THE ROAD SYSTEM.
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// PLANNING THE AXIS OF KNOWLEDGE

THE BRT STOPS

From the street analysis it is seen that the BRT
system can be implemented on existing street
structures, without changing the street section
significantly. The route runs through most of the
potential areas and in the next phase it is tried to
specify where the BRT-stops should be located on
the route.
In an analysis by COWI, they argue that the acceptable walking distance to a light rail is maximum
600 m. [COWI letbane screening - s. 19]. This parameter is transferred to the placing of BRT stops.
Further stops should be placed near road crossings
to ensure accessibility. These parameters are used
to define the stops on the route.
At some points the coverage of the stops overlaps
each other in a degree where it could be argued
whether a stop could be skipped. These are primarily placed at potentials that are seen to be important
to the knowledge axis and the symbolism of their
connectivity is a priority. These include the stop of
the Music and Theatre House, The Harbour and the
Science Park.
The total amount of stops are 11, so that the BRT
covers all the potential, except the current University Hospital, areas and respect the length of 600 m
walking distance as well. When the route is finished
the overall length is 9,3 km, from the new developed harbour front in the north to the new Park and
Ride in the south.

THE TOTAL COVERAGE OF USERS
To find out the total coverage of users with the new
route, an estimate from COWI on a similar route
for the LRT is used. Table 1 shows that the BRT
would cover 9 % of the 186.700 people living in
Odense, the employees is covered with 30% of the
74.400 employees in the municipality and the 53%
of the student of 33.000 in Odense (Fig.15). [Cowi
letbane screening - s. 24]
This result represents the first phase in the development of implementing a high class public transport system.
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SDE

SDU
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SDU

ODENSE SUPER HOSPITAL
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Fig.14: THE EXACT BRT ROUTE

Fig.15: THE REACH OF THE BRT ACCORDING TO THE POPULATION DENSITY OF ODENSE

N

500m

NUMBER OF INHABITANTS pr. 50m x 50m

TABLE 1

Number

Percentage of the amount of people
reaching the BRT in the municipality

Dwellers

17.919

9%

50

Employers

23.399

30 %

200

Students

17.807

53 %

Development plots

25

BRT stops per 600m
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// PLANNING THE AXIS OF KNOWLEDGE

FURTHER DEVELOPMENT

The first phase of the BRT had a relatively high
amount of the employees and students of the
city connected. The amount of dwellers was not
as well covered.
To cover a larger amount of dwellers, a second
BRT line is proposed. This route should run
crosswise to the first BRT line. This way the city
can also be covered in the east-west direction.
An analysis of where the biggest concentrations
of dwellers in Odense are found was conducted.
This revealed, that an east-west going BRT Line
could reach those dense areas that the first BRT
line did not reach. At the same time the current
University Hospital could be reached.
In the western site of the city, a split into two
lines with different destinations of the BRT line
is proposed while having just one destination in
the eastern site.
COWI has proposed a LRT line with some
similarities to the proposed route. This route
would cover 25% dwellers, 39% employees and
34% of the students (Fig.169. [[COWI letbane
screening - s. 24-28]
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Fig.16: THE REACH OF THE BRT ACCORDING TO THE POPULATION DENSITY OF ODENSE
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TABLE 2

Number

Percentage of the amount of people
reaching the BRT in the municipality

Dwellers

47.187

25 %

50

Employers

30.058

39 %

200

Students

11.244

34 %

Development plots

25

BRT stops
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// PLANNING THE AXIS OF KNOWLEDGE

FINAL PLAN

As the table shows (Fig.17), the new system with
the two BRT lines should cover 34 % of the dwellers in Odense, 69% of the employers and 87 % of
the students.
With these results of the two BRT lines, some of the
current busses will become unnecessary, while others can be changed to reach new customers. In this
rearranging of the current bus system, the busses
could be optimized towards acting more as feeder
busses for the BRT system.
A feeder system is a solution used to transfer
people that are outside the acceptable walking
distance of the BRT route to the routes. This way
a hierarchy of the busses are created, where the
feeder busses drives to places less populated to
pick up people to bring them to points on the BRT
route. This way an even larger group could benefit
from the two BRT lines and the increased comfort
and velocity they offer.
The map shows the final infrastructural solution of
Odense both for cars and public transport. The new
BRT of further development is illustrated in principle on the map, to give an idea of how it should be.
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All-in-all table
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Percentage of the total amount of people
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// PLANNING THE AXIS OF KNOWLEDGE

RESULT OF THE BRT

With the knowledge axis placed and the BRT line
supporting it implemented with stops it is possible
to calculate whether the new infrastructure has
succeeded in compressing the distance between
the potentials.
Two calculations have been conducted. One calculation from Odense train station as it functions as
main transit hub for Odense now, and one calculation from the SDU Campus. The two calculations
have been conducted because the overall objective
of the axis of knowledge is not only to connect the
potentials to Odense train station, but to interconnect the potentials to ensure a foundation for unity
and synergy happening between them.
As not all potential areas are fully built, the nearest
addresses have been used. For some of the potential areas the infrastructure to them is still not build.
These have been left out. Travelling time for busses have been calculated from information gather
on Rejseplanen.dk with added frequency between
busses to gain an idea of the maximum travelling
time. In this calculation eventual latency caused
by busses being stuck during peak hours in traffic is not included. The travelling time for the BRT
have been calculated based on stopping time of 50
seconds pr. stop and average velocities between
40- and 70 km/t based on different road profiles.
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Fig:18: Map 1 : Travelling time between Odense train station and potentials on the Axis of Knowledge
OBC – SDU Campus:
Bus 19 min + 10 min
OBC – Science Park:
Bus 18 min + 10 min
OBC – SDU Faculty:
Bus 21 min +14 min
OBC – SDE College:
Bus 10 min + 5min
OBC – OUH: 			

BRT: 11:13 min + 5 min
BRT 9:14 min + 5 min
BRT 7:13 + 5 min
BRT 5:62 + 5 min
BRT 13,43+ 5 min

When comparing the bus total with the BRT total, the travelling time is reduced by 50%.
Fig.19: Map 2 : Travelling time between University and potentials on the Axis of Knowledge
SDU Campus – SDU Faculty : 		
SDU Campus - SDE College :		
SDU Campus – City Core : 		
SDU Campus – Music and Theatre House :
SDU Campus – OBC : 			
SDU Campus – Harbour : 		

Bus25 min + 10 min
Bus 18 min + 10 min
Bus 22 min + 10 min
Bus 23 min + 10 min
Bus 16 min + 10 min
Bus 29 min + 10

BRT: 4 + 5 min
BRT: 5:35 + 5 min
BRT: 8:45 + 5 min
BRT: 9:22 + 5 min
BRT: 11:13 + 5 min
BRT: 12:10 + 5 min

When comparing the bus total with the BRT total, the travelling time is reduced by 58%.
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// XL

CONCLUSION

By now most of the already existing and the future potentials is scattered around the city with no
common infrastructure to join them. With the axis
of knowledge, the functions have been joined on
one band stretching through the city. By using one
common infrastructure, all of the potentials can be
reached from one vehicle ensuring a high internal
standard of connectivity. With the current bus infrastructure the functions are mostly connected to
the train station, the connection between them has
been less a priority. On the basis of the latter, the
travelling time between the SDU campus and the
SDU faculty was up to 35 minutes, while with the
direct connection offered by the BRT; travelling time
was reduced to a maximum of 9 minutes.
Overall the BRT connection would be able to save
more than 50% in travelling time when comparing
the route in total. When travelling back and forth
every day with possibility of additional trips, this
makes a huge difference in the total travelling time
and will reduce the feeling of distance between the
potentials significantly. This can influence the way
people use the city and enhance the status of the
city centre. When the attractive urban life of the city
centre is less than 10 minutes away from the University and the upcoming super hospital, the link
between knowledge production and urban life gets
improved. The opportunity to make the BRT free of
charge will further improve this.
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As the axis is not straight like the renaissance axis
would have been, but more used as a metaphor,
it should also be thought in another way. The axis
is not the street itself between the potentials, but
is represented through the BRT busses and their
stations. While the BRT has compressed the travelling time on the axis of Knowledge, it has also compressed the places of urban life. Now the 9,3 kilometres the axis represents have been compressed
to 11 stops and the busses connecting them, that
each forms a potential for a public domain. Here
meetings between different professions, students,
allocations of residents etc. can emerge and call for
a shift of perspective.
The axis of knowledge is more of a physical- and
social link. It connects the potentials, and represents the desired synergy happening in between
them. The different user groups are connected and
mixed together representing the diverse urban life
in Odense, as a knowledge city.
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L

THOMAS B. THRIGES GADE
1:2000

This chapter works within the scale of 1:2000. The
scale change creates the possibility of physical
design in city structure planning, building design
and infrastructure. This chapter focuses on the development of Thomas B. Thriges Gade - a vision
for the street, a development strategy and a vision
plan. The scale of this chapter makes it possible to
fulfil visions of the XL chapter within the context of
Thomas B. Thriges Gade.

Today Thomas B. Thriges Gade appears as a barrier in the city centre - it splits east and west by
30,000 cars that pervade the street every day (Byenudafboksen.dk, 2011). Odense Municipality has
a vision of closing the street for car traffic in the
hope of a transformation from street to city, where
the city centre once again becomes united. In the
XL-chapter the overall strategy for the city and how
potential areas can be united to obtain synergy by

linking them through a BRT system, was founded.
As one of the potential areas, it is important to find
out how the BRT will affect the future role of Thomas B. Thriges Gade.
The following L Chapter will explore how an urban
strategy can be designed for the future development of Thomas B. Thriges Gade, which relates
itself to the city centre crosswise and the BRT system lengthwise.
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// ANALYSIS

SERIAL VISION OF THE KNOWLEDGE AXIS

It is essential to research on how the user of the
BRT experiences the knowledge axis and how
Thomas B. Thriges appears in this connection. The
following serial vision analysis of the Axis of Knowledge will examine this further.
This analysis is based on a serial vision that follows
the defined route from the harbour to the University
established in the XL-chapter. The route stretches
9,3km and represents different shifts of typologies
and functions in the city. Each shift, defined by
panorama pictures, describes the different impressions seen from the perspective of the passenger
driving with the BRT. The analysis will explore how
the visual and functional presence of Thomas B.
Thriges Gade is perceived in relation to the other
regions of the knowledge axis.
1: The harbour is today mainly a residential and
business area surrounded by recreational facilities,
where car traffic is downgraded.
2: The City Campus area will be a cross-functional
area with shared facilities between industry and education. The area is defined by narrow streets, and
will be dominated by the pedestrians.
3: Thomas B. Thriges Gade (North) is a four-lane
street, defined and framed by green walls. The
street is in focus with no other views, neither to the
sides nor in the front.
4: The music and Theatre House will turn this
area into a culture area. Today Thomas B. Thriges
Gade is dominating this area in six lanes in different levels. Green walls elucidate the direction of the
street.
5: Thomas B Thriges Gade seems narrower
around Fyrtøjet, as the low rise buildings are located close to the four lane street. The area around
Fyrtøjet seems closed, as the facades facing away
from the street. Trees in the central reservations
divide the street and add to the impression of a narrower area.
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6: The street is very dominating next to I. Wilhelm
Werners Plads and the pedestrian street, as nothing divides the street in smaller section, either
pavement or trees. Besides smaller trees, the area
is open, which makes the street even more dominating. The high-rise buildings and the square disappear in the background in favour of the street,
which remains in focus.
7: Albanigade contains a smaller business area
e.g. Albani Brewery. The differentiation in building
heights creates a more dense feeling. Trees supply the building facades in framing the direction of
the street.
8: Munkebjergvej 1 is a suburb area of single family housing. It is a typical suburban area with greenery and a two-lane street dominated by cars and
bicycle lanes.
9: Different residential and business typologies surround the street on both sides at Munkebjergvej
2. Green open fields mark the area as a suburban
area.
10: Niels Bohrs Allé is a four-lane street, defined
and framed by green walls. The street is in focus
with no other views, neither to the sides nor in the
front.
11: The university area is defined by bigger campus buildings and greenery. It appears as a city on
its own, where the street design relates to the buildings.

CONCLUSION:
The overall impression of the route is characterized
by a dominating street supported by buildings and
greenery. The difference from city centre to suburb
is hard to determine, when following the street.
In the suburb the single family dwelling along the
route is lower, but the narrower street profile and
the green wall creates a sense of density.
In the inner city the design is characterized by a
bigger road-scape of Thomas B. Thriges Gade.
The impression of being in the inner city of Odense
is weak, although a high-rise building appears in
the background and the density is bigger.
A contrast between the suburb and city centre experience should be enhanced to create different
experiences on the route. Densification and city life
feeling needs to be enhanced in order for the city
centre to expose its quality.
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Fig.20: SERIAL VISION OF THE AXIS
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// ANALYSIS

MAPPING THOMAS B. THRIGES GADE

Besides an analysis of the experience of the
knowledge axis, an insight in the Thomas B. Thriges Gade and its near context is necessary. This
analysis will research on the structure of Thomas
B. Thriges Gade and its near context both in relation to its existing form and the future BRT route by
mapping flows, people intensity, city anchors and
typologies.
Flows
Thomas B. Thriges Gade is today dominated by
car traffic from north to south. In the XL-chapter a
BRT system is planned to go through Thomas B.
Thriges Gade and it is decided to close the street
for car traffic. This has to be taken in consideration
in a new infrastructure plan of the area. The street
today is based on terms of the car, which causes
several big nodes when pedestrian, cyclist and car
meets. When shifting from car to BRT these nodes
will still exist, but the barrier effect of these nodes
can noticeably be reduced. It is therefore crucial to
incorporate the different speed levels of the city to
in the design. (Fig.21)
Intensity
The BRT stations and the biggest city anchors
cause a higher people intensity in the area making
the north and south area of the street hectic and
vibrant urban spaces.(Fig.22)
City anchors
As told in the XL-chapter a new Music and Theatre
House is planned next to the existing concert hall.
Together these are seen as two of the biggest city
anchors of cultural functions. In the same end of
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the street Kongens Have is located. It is a big local
park placed next to Odense Castle and the current
Theatre house. The Garden is used in the summer
as a recreational spot.
In the middle of the project area the famous birthplace of H.C. Andersen and the culture house
‘Fyrtøjet’ are located within the historical kept city
known as the H.C. Andersen neighbourhood. Tourists from both Denmark and internationally come to
see this historical place every year.
The southern part of the project site lays ground to
an important city anchor - the pedestrian street with
restaurants, bars and shops. Today this is probably
the biggest local anchor. In the southern part of the
street, ‘the garden of fairy tales’ is located. It is a big
park with Odense Stream as anchor. In the summer
mainly young people use this park for recreational
purposes. (Fig.23)
Typology
Thomas B. Thriges Gade is today surrounded by
four different typologies as seen in Fig.24. New
block structure and solids in the northern part of the
site (strengthened by the future Music and Theatre
House). The middle area consists of small old row
houses with narrow streets. In the southern part,
the city hall stand out as a solid, but also the close
medieval structure and block structure, are build so
dense, that they can be experienced as solids. Also
several points are seen in this area - the Danske
Bank building, but also the towers of the two old
churches in the area. This creates the only high rise
building of the inner city.

CONCLUSION
Looking at the four mappings, the context near
Thomas B. Thriges Gade consists of both local and
international anchors, different intensity dissimilarities and different experiences of typologies, which
bring diversity into the area. But as a consequence
the focus only lies within the huge amount of infrastructure and facilitates of the cars, these urban
qualities seems to fade. Also the connections between pedestrian zones across the street become
weak because of the wide street.
Looking closer at Thomas B. Thriges Gade, a clear
tripartition exists between the north, middle, and
south in terms of typologies, intensity and functions: The northern area is characterized by solid
structures as cultural anchors with high intensity
of people in relation to the institutions. The middle
area is known as H.C. Andersen Neighbourhood
characterized by small cobble covered streets and
1 – 2 storey row houses with low intensity. The
southern area is mostly characterized by 4-5 storey
solids adjoining a huge central city square. This is
the shopping zone with the only area with high-rise
buildings. It is also the square of the highest intensity of the street.

Fig.21: FLOWS

Fig.22: PEOPLE INTENSITY

Nodes

High intensity

BRT station
BRT

Low intensity

Car traffic
Bicycle
Bicycle path at night
Pedestrian

Fig.23: CITY ANCHORS

Fig.24: TYPOLOGIES
Future music and theatre house

Parks

Solids

Shopping area
City Anchors

Museum and koncert hall
Odense Castle

High-rise
Block
Small rowhouses

H.C. Andersen birth place
Odense Theatre

Culture house “Fyrtøjet”

Odense Art museum

I. Wilhelm Werners Square

Odense Cathedral

Library
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// VISION

A DIVERSE INNER CITY

The overall vision of Thomas B. Thriges Gade is
to connect the inner city across the street by intensifying and clarifying the tripartition discovered in
the mapping. Here the BRT system will become the
main connection between the inner and outer city.

HARBOR
CITY CAMPUS
MAIN TRAIN STATION

The development of the three areas will build upon
the vision of extending and intensifying the already
existing qualities from their own typologies, functions, characteristics and atmosphere.
As Thomas B. Thriges Gade is an important part
of the knowledge axis representing the inner city
region, it is a vision to give each of the three areas
a strong identity that people would remember and
relate to in Odense. Each area is thereby named
after three of Odense’s most significant characters
through history regarding culture and business:
Carl Nielsen Square, H.C. Andersen Neighbourhood and Thomas B. Thriges Square.

CARL NIELSEN SQUARE

BRT station

H.C. ANDERSEN NEIGHBORHOOD

In order to create a new diverse design for Thomas
B. Thriges Gade, each area has a vision of its own:
(Fig.25)
THOMAS B. THRIGES SQUARE

BRT station

SDE COLLEGE

SCIENCE PARK

SDU
SDU

NEW OUH

PARK AND RIDE

Fig.25: L VISION DIAGRAM. Connecting the inner city across the old street
in three areas with their own identity.
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Fig.26: Carl Nielsen Square

CARL NIELSEN SQUARE
(Carl Nielsen is one of the greatest composers in
the history of Denmark). The vision is to create a
strong cultural anchor, with the completion of the
new Music and Theatre House and the existing
concert hall. Here students from the music conservatory, concertgoers, local businesses and city
dwellers will inject the area with a daily life, with
surroundings of new branding structures creating
a composition of cultural experiences. The BRT
station will in this area become the gate of cultural
experience (Fig.26).

H.C. ANDERSEN NEIGHBOURHOOD
(H.C. Andersen maybe Denmark’s most important
writer through history). The vision is to preserve the
area of small pedestrian streets, town houses adding small blocks and semi-private courtyards in a
clash between past and present building structure.
This area will be a buffer area between the two areas with high intensity urban life. The BRT will in
this area run through and create a clash between
the low pace daily life and high pace represented
by the BRT line. This clash will bring the area dynamism and a contrast to the area consisting of
mainly housing (Fig.27).
Fig.27: H.C. Andersen Neighborhood

THOMAS B. THRIGES SQUARE
(Thomas B. Thrige, founder of the famous Thrige
machine factories) The vision is to create the central square of Odense with a city centre atmosphere
sustained by a broad range of opportunities. Here a
central BRT station will be an urban life generator
for the main square of the city, from where life constantly transforms and evolves into the surroundings. Tall buildings, big volumes and urban fixtures
will create the settings for a vibrant and dynamic
city life with main functions of recreation and business (Fig.28).

Fig.28: Thomas B. Thriges Square
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// DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY

SEVEN PRINCIPLES

Parking basement

P

The new Thomas B. Thriges Gade must be an integrated part of the inner city based on the characteristics and atmosphere of the existing tripartition
of the street and from requirements of the XL scale.

BRT station

MOTORIZED INFRASTRUCTURE
The infrastructure principle enable that the area
still can be supported and reached by car without
compromising any of the existing walking streets
or the new design of Thomas B. Thriges Gade. Instead bigger parking basements are implemented.
The axis of knowledge is a reality and must be respected in the planning as should the suggested
BRT stations (Fig.30).
VISTA PRESEVATION
The BRT stations are placed within areas of high intensity, supporting the places of increased flow due
to functions and connections. Therefore these locations become essential in conveying the different
qualities and possibilities of the inner city. On the
basis of these important views has to be planned
in order to navigate and display the anchors and
opportunities of the inner city (Fig.31).

P

P

BRT station

Parking basement

Fig.29: CONNECTIONS CROSSWISE

n

tatio

Ts

BR

BRT station

Fig.31: VISTA PRESEVATION
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P

P

The development strategy is based on seven principles to obtain the vision of a diverse inner city.
The strategy will lead to a vision plan of the new
Thomas B. Thriges Gade.
CONNECTIONS CROSSWISE
This principle concerns the maintaining and
strengthening of three main physical connections
across the area of Thomas B. Thriges Gade. These
three connections are strategically placed to support the main flow in each of the three areas explained in the vision. These connections will help
tie the three areas back together with respect for
their individuality and create better accessibility
across the city (Fig.29).

P

Fig. 30: MOTORIZED INFRASTRUCTURE

Kongens Have
Carl Nilsen Square

Lotzes Garden

GREEN LINKS
Visually promoting the green opportunities with
green links from the BRT stations underpins the
city’s differentiated public procurement of recreational facilities (Fig.33).

Thomas B. Thriges Square

Garden of H.C. Andersen

Fig.32 URBAN SQUARES CROSSWISE

URBAN SQUARES CROSSWISE
As an extension of the BRT stations in Carl Nielsen Square and Thomas B. Thriges Square, public spaces are to be created. These will serve as
recreational facilities and gathering points for the
many passengers of the BRT and the urbanites
from where the city can be further explored. It is important, that the urban squares are located across
the old street to strengthen the direction of the inner
city (Fig.32).

Fig.33: GREEN LINKS

Block meets solid

Carl Nielsen Square:
Culture and business

Block meets medieval city

TYPOLOGY ADAPTION
Adapting the typologies within the three areas help
maintain and strengthen the physical presence,
and thereby their individual character and identity.
This will create the right physical settings for the
individual identity of the areas (Fig.34).
PROGRAMMING IN GROUNDFLOOR
The principle concerns a tripartition in programming to create different experiences for the pedestrian in the city. Therefore the rule of a specific
programming in the ground floor must be taken in
consideration when planning the areas. Carl Nielsen Square: Culture and business, H.C. Andersen
Neighbourhood: Housing and Thomas B. Thriges
Square: Shopping and business (Fig.35).

H.C. Andersen Neighborhood:
Housing

Solid meets high-rise
Thomas B. Thriges Square
Shopping and business

Fig.34: TYPOLOGY ADAPTION

Fig.35: PROGRAMMING IN GROUNDFLOOR
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// DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY

FROM PRINCIPLE TO VISION PLAN

To show how the seven principles are used in the
vision plan, the design process will be presented.
It takes its starting point in how Thomas B. Thriges
Gade appears today in 2011 and give a suggestion
on how it could become, through a design process,
rendered visible in a vision plan.
1. Thomas B. Thriges Gade today:
A four lane road dominates the area. The green areas are hidden and the centre square, I. Wilhelm
Werners Plads is not fully optimized in relation to
sun, stays, and accessibility. Further the direction
of the square lies along the direction of Thomas
B. Thriges Gade which strength the direction of
the street and thereby the separation of the area
(Fig.36)
2. The visions of Odense municipality is fulfilled: The street is closed for car traffic and the
Music and Theatre House is built (Fig.37).
3. A new beginning:
Three buildings are pulled down as it is decided,
that it would be mean a great improvement to the
new area: Two buildings in the southern end and
one in northern end of the street. Further it is decided, that Rosenhaven is not needed, as three other
more used and bigger parks are close to the area.
The street is cleared for a new beginning (Fig.38).

Fig.36: Thomas B. Thriges Gade today

Fig.37: The visions of Odense municipality is fulfilled

4. Building mass:
The entire area is filled with building mass, which
creates a starting point for the design process of
the built structure and spaces in between (Fig.39).

Fig.38: A new beginning
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Fig.39: Building mass

5. Motorized accesibility:
The principle of motorized accessibility is used. The
BRT line cuts the building mass in two, with two
BRT stations at Carl Nielsen Square and Thomas
B. Thriges Square (Fig.40)
6. Connections crosswise:
To break with the old perception of the large Thomas B. Thriges Gade going from north to south, connections crosswise are planned, so the direction of
the city is strengthened (Fig.41).
7. Vista presevations:
The vista preservations are further cutting the building mass into smaller building areas. These important views have to be planned in order to navigate
and display the anchors and opportunities of the
inner city (Fig.42).
8. BRT stations:
The BRT stations marks the urban squares in the
city and places of high intensity urban life (Fig.43).
Fig.40: Motorized accesibility

Fig.42: Vista presevations

Fig.41: Connections crosswise

Fig.43: BRT stations
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9. Urban squares crosswise:
The location of the urban squares is based on the
BRT station as they are seen as life generators.
The squares are planned crosswise to make use of
the sun and to strengthen the city direction further
(Fig.44).

Carl Nielsen Square:
Culture and business

H.C. Andersen Neighborhood:
Housing

10. Programming in groundfloor:
The new buildings of the street needs to respect
the principle of a specific programming in the
ground floor for each of the three areas to create a
diverse inner city: Carl Nielsen Square: Culture and
business, H.C. Andersen Neighbourhood: Housing
and Thomas B. Thriges Square: Shopping and
business (Fig.45).

Thomas B. Thriges Square
Shopping and business

11. Typology addaption:
Taking the programming and the context typology
in consideration, the new buildings are designed
(Fig.46).
12: Green links:
The green links enhances the different green recreational opportunities in the area: Kongens Have,
Lotzes Garden and H.C. Andersen Garden by the
stream (Fig.47).
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Fig.44: Urban squares crosswise

Fig.45: Programming in groundfloor

Fig.46: Typologi addaption

Fig.47: Green links

// DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY

VISION PLAN

On the right the vision plan for Thomas B. Thriges
Gade is seen. The plan is a visualization of how
Thomas B. Thriges Gade could become. The plan
is designed on the six principles of the urban strategy and renders visible the vision of Thomas B. Thriges Gade as a diverse inner city.
The northern part (Carl Nielsen Square): The BRT
station is located in the meeting point of different
typologies, functions, and atmospheres. The BRT
station will serve as a connector and dynamo tying the area together. The music house stands out
and gives identity to Carl Nielsen Square. Trees
and greenery strengthen the connection across
Thomas B. Thriges Gade and promotes access to
Kongens Have.
The middle area (H.C. Andersen Neighbourhood):
Gables are extended creating semi-private courtyards and maintaining the qualities of small coble
covered streets and low-rise buildings.
The southern area (Thomas B. Thriges Square):
This is the main square of Odense from where the
opportunities of the inner city awaits. The main
shopping street, H.C. Andersen garden, Odense
Å and the H.C. Andersen museum and garden
are visible and within walking distance. The BRT
station becomes the centre of a new large public
square that will be the centre of Odense.

Fig.48: VISION PLAN

N

50m
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// L

CONCLUSION

Thomas B. Thriges Gade represents the inner city
of the axis of knowledge. Here a mix of culture,
shopping, housing, business and recreation exists
creating the diversity which characterise the inner
part of a city. Today Thomas B. Thriges Gade does
not convey this diversity and differs only in small
amounts from the rest of the axis. The area is characterised by the wide dominating road separating
the inner city taking up a vast amount of space.
From the analysis of Thomas B. Thriges Gade and
its context a tripartition of the area becomes visible.
This tripartition becomes an active part of the vision, which connects the inner city crosswise in the
extension and intensifying of the already existing
urban fabric.
On the basis of the analysis and vision, seven principles are created that support the transformation
of Thomas B. Thriges Gade into a diverse inner
city connectiong the city together. The principles
become an urban strategy for the area allowing it to
adapt to the changes of time, giving the plan solidity and flexibility.
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M

THOMAS B. THRIGES SQUARE
1:200

This chapter works within the scale of 1:200. The
scale of change creates a higher level of detailing which makes it possible to work more with the
space in between buildings with the urban life, urban furniture, pavement, greenery, smaller topology changes etc. This chapter focuses on Thomas
B. Thriges Square, on the future design and detailing of the square. The scale of this chapter makes
it possible to fulfil visions of the XL chapter and the
L chapter within the context of Thomas B. Thriges
Square.
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// SITE PRESENTATION

THOMAS B. THRIGES SQUARE

Thomas B. Thriges Square is located near the
southern end of the current Thomas B. Thriges
Gade. The name and direction of the square is
new in the hope to give it a new identity and a new
meaning fitting into a knowledge city. The square is
approximately 8000 square metres with its almost
regular layout of 80m by 100m (Fig.49).
As BRT station, Thomas B. Thriges Square forms
the gate to the inner city, which gives a big opportunity of exposing Odense as a knowledge city in the
square design. The square design is therefore developed on the basis of the analysis of the M-scale,
the vision plan of L-scale and the overall vision for
Odense from the XL scale.

80m

BRT station

100m

DE

GA

NI

BA

AL

8000m2

Fig.49: The dimension of Thomas B. Thriges Square

ALBANIGADE

Fig..50: Perspective view of Thomas B. Thriges Square
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// SUMMARY

DESIGN PARAMETRES FROM XL AND L

As mentioned in the approach, the design of the Mscale should contain the overall ideas and visions
of the XL-scale and meet the spatial ideas and visions of the L-scale. This combined create a solution fulfilling both the projects overall ideas for the
city, while fitting into a local context. This forms the
starting point for the M-scale.
XL
The vision is to create a physical link in one common street that links the fragmented development
areas of knowledge in Odense. This results in planning a BRT system that gives Odense a new brand
and creates a foundation for increased knowledge
sharing and synergy between the potential areas of
Odense, making it The Axis of Knowledge.

HARBOR
CITY CAMPUS
MAIN RAIL STAION
MUSIC AND THEATRE HOUSE

THOMAS B. THRIGES SQUARE
Urban life meets BRT station

Thomas B. Thriges Square has a central role on the
axis as the main gate to the city centre. The BRT
busses arriving with a frequency of only a few minutes will ensure a constant pulse and be a constant
life generator at Thomas B. Thriges Square. The
passenger’s shift from travelling in one direction in
a BRT Bus to entering the city of multiple directions
and vice versa, is an essential part of what should
be experienced at Thomas B. Thriges Square.

HJALLELSE

The BRT stations along the axis become the static
evidence of its existence when the BRT busses are
not visible, which is why a design coherency of the
stations along the axis is necessary to express the
coherence of the potential areas.

SDE COLLEGE

SCIENCE PARK
SDU FACULTY

FROM XL TO M
The square is to be designed on the basis of the
meeting between the high pace BRT line representing the Knowledge axis, and the low pace urban
life of the inner city. The design of the BRT station
should be a design expressing The Axis of Knowledge physically as coherent (Fig.51).

SDU

NEW OUH

Fig.51: DESIGN PARAMETRE FROM XL TO M
PARK AND RIDE
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L
The overall vision of the L-chapter is to connect the
inner city across Thomas B. Thriges Gade to indicate a new era. This has been made in the vision
plan of L expressed by new urban squares with a
direction across the street.

The development of Thomas B. Thriges Square will
build upon the vision, by strengthening the city centre atmosphere and by extending and intensifying
the already existing qualities from typologies, functions and atmosphere.

Further it is a wish to give the old street a new identity. The street is divided into three areas, where
Thomas B. Thrige Square appears as one of these
areas.

The city center atmosphere is characterized by a
wide range of shopping, entertainment and cultural
offers in the physical surroundings of dense urban
structures.

FROM L TO M
Thomas B. Thriges Square should express a city
centre atmosphere in a hybrid of solids and highrise buildings with a central BRT station as urban
life generator to the inner city. This will attract shops
and offices, which will contribute to the urban life at
the square (Fig.52).

THOMAS B. THRIGES SQUARE
City centre atmosphere

Fig.52: DESIGN PARAMETRE FROM L TO M
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// ANALYSIS

PROGRAMS
Railway station
Carl Nielsen Square + Music and theatre house
H.C. Andersen Neighborhood + Fyrtøjet (culture house)

In the L-scale chapter the context of Thomas B.
Thriges Square was mapped and it was found that
parks and cultural anchors was well represented, which is why the programming of Thomas B.
Thriges Square was to extend the city centre atmosphere with no need for a new big cultural institution (Fig.53).
Thomas B. Thriges Square is a dense mix-used
area consisting of shopping, housing, offices, municipality administration, a school, a church and a
bank. With the typology of high-rise and solids and
the central BRT station generating life, these programs take part in defining the square as the main
square of Odense with a city centre atmosphere.
The old church is marking the place as a central
city square (Fig.54).

Shopping

Shopping + pedestrian street
Brandts klædefabrik (culture house)

Garden of H.C. Andersen

Fig.53: The context programming of Thomas B. Thriges Square

Fig.54: Programming of Thomas B. Thriges Square
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// ANALYSIS

MAPPINGS OF THOMAS B. THRIGES SQUARE

Based on the programming and the physical environment, mappings are made of the urban life,
edge, axes and direction.
URBAN LIFE
As the old Thomas B. Thriges Gade now is closed
for car traffic, it is essential to map the urban life of
pedestrians. The square is by the amount of adjoining streets marked as a central square - all roads
leads to Thomas B. Thriges Square. The urban life
is seen in dynamos of life respectively generated
from the adjacent streets/buildings and the BRT
station, which creates an in between area with its
own character (Fig.55).
EDGE
The edge of the square is defined into an active
and passive edge, which also show where the urban life is. The active edges are defined as open
buildings with service functions, with entrance from
the square. The passive edge consists of closed
facades from the church and the school with no entrances these places (Fig.56).
AXES
Two strong axes are meeting in Thomas B. Thriges
Square: The city axis and the axis of knowledge.
The city axis is represented by the pedestrian
streets of service functions and urban squares perpendicular to that of the BRT. The axis of knowledge is represented by the BRT busses driving
through the square (Fig.57).

Activated

Passive

Fig.56: EDGE

Fig.55: URBAN LIFE

The city axis
The axis of knowledge

Fig.57: AXES

Fig.58: DIRECTION

DIRECTION
The direction of the square stretches from the corner of the church and school to the western shopping street. The direction of the square is defined
by longitudinal axis (Fig.58).
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// ANALYSIS

THOMAS B. THRIGE

In the L-scale the name Thomas B. Thrige was given to the square, giving it a new identity and meaning. Marking it as the central square of Odense,
where Thomas B. Thriges Gade before was the
main street. A new name sends a signal of a new
era, creating a renaissance of the name Thomas B.
Thriges, becoming once again related to innovation
and progress. Therefore it is essential that Thomas
B. Thrige and his work establish a basis for inspiration for the design of Thomas B. Thrige Square.
THE THRIGE-EMPIRE
Thomas B. Thrige was a pioneer who opened one
of the first power plants of Denmark in Odense
(Wikipedia, 2011). He further founded the Thrige
factories, which was the leading manufacturer of
electro motors in Denmark. In the post-war era the
company had close to 5000 employees. Thomas
B. Thrige was an industrious man, who in a transition tried fabricating cars, trucks, trains and busses
(http://historiskatlas.dk/).
After the death of Thomas B. Thrige in 1938 it
started going downhill for the known company. In
1965 it merged with the competitor A/S Titan and
became Thrige-Titan. In 2002 Thrige-Titan Electrics was taken over by Sauer-Danfoss. Today the
fabrication of Thrige-Titan is completely shut down
(Wikipedia, 2011).
The factory was especially concerned with fabricating electronically engines. These were used for a
series of task, most famously was the production
of lifts of which many still can be found in buildings
today of the brand Thrige-Titan.
While most of the electronically engines is found
only in factories or hidden for the public eye, the
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lifts designed at the Thrige factories are very visible. With their minimalistic look and emphasis on
use of good quality materials they represent the initial years of the Scandinavian design tradition. The
use of stainless steel plates as main component in
the design and hidden light armatures gives the lifts
a refined look with a sense of timelessness.
DESIGN PARAMETRE
The square should tell the story of Thomas B.
Thrige by a interpretation of the classic Thrige lift
with inspiration from materials, refined detailing
and elevation in urban fixtures of the square.
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// VISION + CONCEPT

LEVELS OF URBAN LIFE

VISION
The overall vision is to design Thomas B. Thriges
Square with a city centre atmosphere. While the
L-scale focused on the physical environment, the
vision of this scale is focusing on the urban life of
the square creating the basis for the design development.
The vision is to stage the urban life of the high pace
BRT, the low pace life of the city and the space between them. This will enhance the experience of
the square as a place of opportunities and vibrant
urban life.
Further it is the vision to strengthen the identity of
the square through an interpretation of the name
Thomas B. Thriges Square, creating a strong identity and relation between name and place.

CONCEPT
The concept is based on the vision of staging the
urban life at Thomas B. Thriges Square using elevation as a conceptual tool for staging the urban
life in different levels.
The concept divides the life into three zones on
the square: The commercial zone, the casual zone
and the transit zone. In other words the commercial
zone is meant as a recreational mindset of shopping and café life. The transit zone represents a
transit oriented mindset with a rhythmical flux created by the BRT busses and the passengers. Between these zones is the casual zone representing
a mindset in which the user to a greater extent defines his/hers own role, whether it is sitting observing, talking with friends or performing in the urban
space.
In order to stage these levels of urban life and
strengthening the identity of the square, elevation
is used as an active design element. The three
zones are raised as elevated boxes with the BRT
on top marking it as a central part of the square.
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+
Commercial zone

=
Transit zone

+

The casual zone appears

Adding elevation

=

Transit zone
Casual zone
Commercial zone

Fig. 59: M CONCEPT: Levels of urban life
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// DESIGN DEVELOPMENT

DESIGN PARAMETRES

In the L chapter paramtres were found to be respected in the design of Thomas B. Thriges Square:
Setting of the BRT line and station, green links to
create a connection to Lotzes Garden and H.C. Andersen Garden, views showing that the square has
to be clear whether coming from the city or from
the BRT bus. Finally the parametre of parking and
programming has to be respected.
In the M analysis more parametres were found to
be fulfiled in the design: The urban life parametre
shows the flow from the BRT and the city and how
they merge. This flow has du be respected in order
to create seamless travel for the BRT user. To create a dynamic square the edge needs to be activated. The city axis and the axis of knowledge
must be accentuated in the design of the square
as well as the BRT station. Also the direction of the
square needs to be strengthen. Another parametre
is the inspiration in thomas B. Thrige - elevation,
which is interpretated in elevated boxes. The BRT
station has to be implemented on every station of
the axis of knowledge to create a coherence, therefore the design needs to be an iconic symbol of the
axis. Further it is important to design the square
after the sun and shadow to create optimal outdoor
oppotunities (See appendix p.22).
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GREEN LINKS

DIRECTION OF AXES

DIRECTION OF THE SQUARE

BRT STATION ICON

x 11

VISTA PRESEVATIONS

CAR ACCESABILITY

ACTIVATED EDGE

SUN

Parking
basement

ELEVATION

FLOW OF PEDESTRIANS

LOCATION OF BRT STATION

CASUAL ZONE
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// DESIGN DEVELOPMENT

DESIGNING THE BRT STATION

The BRT station is the fixed physical representation of the axis of Knowledge. The design of the
station is therefore based on an overall situation
which can be duplicated along the axis, creating
a fixed icon, promoting recognisability of the axis.
The BRT station has to convey the intersection
between the different directions and speeds represented in and around the BRT stations. It will become an expression of the dynamism and interplay
between city and periphery, between human scale
and bus scale, between high pace and low pace.
Step 1
The area of the BRT station is defined by the length
of the BRT busses and the width of the two bus
lanes and the adjacent platforms (Fig.60).
Platform

Fig. 60

BRT lanes
Platform

Step 2
The area of the BRT station is raised and becomes
the roof structure defining the station (Fig.61).

Fig. 61

Step 3
The dynamics of the BRT busses opposite directions is expressed through the distortion of the roof
structure pulling it in opposite directions (fig.62).

Fig. 62
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Step 4
The meeting between the direction of the BRT axis
and the city axis is expressed through the rotation
of the roof structure. This result in a distortion of the
roof structure creating a trapezoid which illustrate
the tension between the two directions (Fig.63).
Fig. 63

Step 5
Supports for the roof structure are extruded giving
additional cover on the platforms (Fig.64).
Fig. 64

Step 6
The supports for the roof structure are distorted into
a trapezoid pointing in the two opposite directions
of the busses slightly tilting towards the busses.
This also entails the shift of speeds from human
to bus expressed in the expansion of the roof supports from the base to the roof (Fig.65).
Fig. 65

Fig. 66

Step 7
The city axis is strengthning across through a narrow opening carving through the entire structure.
The narrow opening will create a line of light running through the shadow of the station connecting
the spaces divided by the BRT axis. The line of
light will add a temporality to the space by the busses passing through the station. The busses will in
turns temporarily erase the line of light on the pavement which will emphasise (Fig.66).
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// DESIGN DEVELOPMENT

DESIGNING THE URBAN SQUARE

The design development of the urban square describes the direct path from the beginning to the
final design using the design parametres
The modelling process is found in the process report showing the intermediate results.

STEP 1
The first parameters define the location of the BRT
stop. The stop is located in the middle of all the
vistas to enhance the attention of the BRT and illustrate the many opportunities in the inner city when
arriving. Further the location does not interrupt with
the inner city axis (Fig.67).

STEP 1
The first parameters define the location of the BRT
stop. The stop is located in the middle of all the
vistas to enhance the attention of the BRT and illustrate the many opportunities in the inner city when
arriving. Further the location does not interrupt with
the inner city axis (Fig.67).

Fig. 67
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STEP 2
It’s a wish to get the edge of the square activated.
By looking at the mapping the facade of the school,
in the east side of the square, turns its back on to
the square and a need for a new program is situated here. Looking at the sun this location is optimal for cafe life and sports activities. Today the
biggest flow of cyclists, in the inner city, runs from
west to east in the morning and the opposite in the
evening. The cyclists in Odense are able to use the
pedestrian street in the morning, but in the evening
they need to drive another way. The easiest way
around is therefore near the south facade to avoid
collisions in peak hours, which activates the facade
of the church. On the south and north axis a onelane cycling track in each direction runs along with
the BRT (Fig.68).

Fig. 68

STEP 3
The chosen form language of the square (illustrated in the process report p. 15), is put into the
square in relation to the current parameters. The
form enhances the link across the BRT road, by following the direction of the room and tying the inner
city together. The elevation of the square creates a
clear differentiation between the inner city floor and
the square and points out the different levels of the
city life (Fig.69).

Fig. 69
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STEP 4
To enhance the link across the BRT and make a
clear connection between the areas divided by the
BRT road, an idea of a 2m x 2m grid aligned on
both sides of the road is implemented (See process
study p.16) (Fig.70).

Fig. 70

STEP 5
By looking at the sun and shadow parameter the
eastern side of the square is the sunniest part. This
place is optimal for long-term stay. Here a large urban furniture is designed creating recreational opportunities such as sitting, playing or urban sport.
The design of the furniture is based on the grid and
the elevation parameter to create a clear coherence
to the square. On the western side the intensity of
flow is much higher and the space is characterized
by predominant shadow, it is therefore defined as a
flow area. The possibility of creating openings defined within the grid and elevation, to the new parking basement underneath, creates a new exciting
experience both for the people using the parking
basement and the people walking above. Further a
stairway to the parking basement is located in the
corner of the square, which will be a new source of
life to the square (Fig.71).

Parking
basement
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Fig. 71

STEP 6
To create a connection to Lotzes Garden and H.C.
Andersen Garden, green elements are brought into
the square in apearence of trees and green beds.
They are placed along the grid lines to enhance the
directions of the grid and thereby the direction of
the square (Fig.72).

Fig. 72

THE FINAL DESIGN - DETAILING
In the next phase the detailing of the design is
defined. The choice of materials, pavements and
lighting should relate to the overall design and are
all important factors to create a complete design of
an urban space (Fig.73).

Fig. 73
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// DESIGN DEVELOPMENT

DETAILS

LIGHTING
Thomas B. Thriges Square is a central meeting
place in the city always changing with movement
in many directions. The atmosphere of a city centre with high rise buildings and big facades pointing
towards the square creates a light expressing a big
city.

ing effect of the square in the evening, creating a
strong identity for Thomas B. Thriges Square. The
BRT Station should besides the functional lighting
have a light that stages the form and make it an
eye-catching element in the urban space.

Functional lighting
The primary functional lighting consists of the buildings surrounding the space. The BRT road and the
cycle track should have their own lighting to create
a secure handling of the flow.
Near the BRT station smaller lights in the pavement
are placed to make the station safe to stay under.
The edge of the square is given a light to avoid any
dangerous situations and make a clear differentiation between the square and the inner city floor.
To make the sports arena useful in the evening big
spots should provide the courts with light.

Figure 74 shows a detail of how the edge meets
the square. This solution makes it possible for the
light to be hidden and creates at the same time the
experience of a elevated box lifted from the urban
floor.

The church is another eye-catching element which
should be illuminated by up lights and strategically
placed spots.

Effect lighting
Effect lighting is used to give an experience and
to give an identity to Thomas B. Thriges Square.
Both architectural and urban elements should have
effect light to stage the important views and places
in the space. The light in the edge of the square
serves both as functional and effect lighting. The
expression of an elevated box is the primary light-

CASUAL ZONE

Steel reflecting light

3cm

COMMERCIAL ZONE
Spot light

12cm
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8cm
5cm

Grating

Fig.74: Detail of the edge of the square 1:100

30cm
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MATERIALS
As Thomas B. Thriges Square contains a lot of different programs many parameters for the materials
are set.
The urban space serves as a transit hub as well as
commercial and recreational square. At the same
time it should illustrate a minimalistic refined look
with an emphasis on good quality materials, in relation to Thomas B. Thrige. His design is used as
an inspiration in choosing the materials. The urban
fixtures take its basis in the interior design of the
Thrige elevators, where stainless steel is the primary material.
Also the aesthetic of the BRT station roof is designed with a refine minimalism matching the urban
square. To obtain this expression in the material,
light conrete is chosen. Like Sarah Hadid’s Hoenheim-Nord in Strasbourg Terminus the concrete
seems light, simple and refined. Conrete is thereby
well integrated in the Thomas B. Thrige concept.
It is important that the material of the sitting arrangement is user friendly and inviting. Here the
theme with steel and concrete do not fit in. Instead
‘running track rubber’ is used inviting to sit and play.
To play along the material theme, the ruber is chosen in a bright color.
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PAVEMENT
The pavement is made of squared flagstones
gradually transitioned after the intensity. The main
stone is 2mx2m and made of granite and are used
on both sides of the elevated square to create a
clear link. The flagstone of 2mx2m relates to the
grid and expresses monumentality in relation to the
dimension of the room. Further the 2x2 grid creates
a feeling of seamless travel in the high pace transit
areas.
In the low pace areas the flagstone graduates to a
1x1 and further to the smallest on 0.5m x 0.5m in
the sitting area. The colour is in a white tone to create a minimalistic and refined expression in relation
to Thrige elevators.
The edge of the elevated box is made out of stainless steel. The steels reflection creates an attention around the square in the daylight, as well in the
evening with the lights emerging from underneath.
On the urban floor the already used stone from
Odense pedestrian street, the yellow brick stone
are being extended to create a coherency around
the square connecting the city across the BRT road.
The cyclist path is designed with a simple gray
white stone that differs from the one on the square
and the urban floor to create a clear differentiation.
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// M

PRESENTATION

MASTERPALN
Thomas B. Thriges Square will be one of Odense’s
biggest squares. With the BRT Bus arriving every
few minutes it will also be one of the liveliest urban
spaces of the city.
The BRT station is located straight in the middle of
the square forming the transit zone. From there the
one street the Axis of Knowledge represents, splits
into multiple streets in all directions into the city.
The multiple streets of the context are extended
into the square with a prolongation of the classical Odense pavement, the yellow brick stone
paving found in most of the streets connected to
the square. This paving is made along the edges
forming the commercial zone of the square. Here
multiple shops, cafés, sport etc. are located. Also a
staircase and elevator to the underground parking
is found there.
The space in between the edge of the square and
the BRT station are elevated and paved with bigger more bright tiles to mark the casual zone and
create a podium of which the BRT station will stand
upon. The left side of the elevated square is designed partly with openings to an underground
parking facility with trees growing up from them and
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with beds of wild grass. In between these are spaces of flows forming a progress of bridges amplifying
the experience of walking to and from the BRT station. On the right side of the BRT road the space is
more open. Here a big piece of urban furniture of
elevated boxes pops up from the ground with good
opportunities for sitting, playing and smaller sport
acitivities.
Bicycle parking placed on both sides of the BRT
road ensures good accessibility to the BRT from
bicycle and good parking conditions for people cycling to the inner city.
In all the square creates an urban space across the
old Thomas B. Thriges Gade which is seen both
in the BRT station stretching across the road, the
elevated square on both sides of the BRT road and
the edge stretching along the facades all the way
around the square.

N

25m
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PERSPECTIVE VIEW
An overview from the second floor of the building in
the north edge of the square
The square radiates the vibrant city life of Odense
inner city. In the centre of the square a constant
flow of people walking to and from the BRT station,
are observed. This ensures a constant rhythm of
the square throughout the day.
At the right people are seen parking their cars in
the exposed underground parking basements while
people observes them from above standing at the
railings.
At the left people enjoey the sun sitting and playing at the urban furniture. On the edge a cafe life
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is situated with outdoor serving in the sun. On the
elevated sport arena the younger people play football which brings another dimension to the square.
In the background of the square, the beautiful old
church is now exposed towards the square and
forms an edge.
The BRT station and Thomas B. Thriges Square
forms the gate between the Axis of Knowledge
and the Inner city. The BRT busses arriving with
a frequency of only a few minutes does constantly
remind people of this relation.
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WINTER
Looking from the elevated square towards the
northern edge on a winter day
People use the BRT as transportation into the city,
while the snow falls slowly over the city, creating
a duvet on the square. The snow has covered the
urban furniture of the square and the table sets of
the cafés have been stored for the winter. Still the
square is full of life.
Light is emitted from the big window panels of the
edge functions sending a warm light into the cold
outside. With the shopping facade pointing towards
the square, people doing their Christmas shopping
brings life to the edge of the square while children
playing in the snow brings life to the snow covered
elevated square.
The edge with all its commercial functions ensures
that the square is used throughout the year, even
when its not season for staying outside.
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SUMMER
Arriving at the edge from Overgade at a summer
day looking in southern direction
The edge of the square is full of life. At the outdoor serving area in front of the cafés people have
settled down for a cup of coffee. On top of them on
the cafe roofing a hectic basketball game is going.
A group of people has occupied the urban furniture
of the square enjoying the sun.
By the BRT stop people are seen waiting for the
BRT bus to arrive to take them to the harbour.
In the far background the new extension to the town
hall is seen forming the municipal face towards the
Axis of Knowledge.
The edge of the Basketball playing field is covered
with steel plates, which sparkles in the sun light.
The material is the same as the one of the sites of
the elevated square further telling the story of the
Thrige lift adding another layer of elevation to the
square.
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NIGHT
A view from the pedestrian street Vestergade towards the centre of the square in the late hours of
the day.

The BRT station is the centre of attention standing
as an illuminated statue in the middle of the square
on an elevated podium which serves as a square.

People are arriving from all over the city to Thomas
B. Thrige Square with the BRT bus. They arrive at
the elevated inner square from where they walk
by the illuminated tree growing up from the underground parking basement and the beds with wild
grass. They leave the elevated square and go two
steps down to the yellow brick stone paving where
they disappear into the city to eat, have a drink,
experience culture etc. Some have sat down to wait
for friends to arrive, others have come just to be a
part of the nice atmosphere the square represents.

The edge of the elevated square is covered with
steel, which does nicely reflect the light that hits it at
night and brings a material relation to the Thrige lift.
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The spotlight on the church creates a beautiful
view in that direction and creates, together with the
context buildings an atmosphere of an inner city
square.
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// M

CONCLUSION

The M-scale takes point of departure in the visions
of the XL and L-scale, in the joining of the two, creating the central square of Odense. The XL-scale
manifests itself in the BRT station which is the
physical representation of the axis of knowledge
in the urban square. Here the BRT station illustrates the meeting between the BRT axis and the
city axis. Through its dynamic expression the BRT
station convey the dynamism of a city in progress,
becoming an icon of the axis of knowledge.
From the L-scale the vision plan of Thomas B.
Thriges Gade represents the physical surroundings
of the Thomas B. Thriges Gade Square. Further the
L-scale defines the overall vision of the area as a
city centre atmosphere, connecting the city crosswise to the BRT axis. The vision becomes the point
of reference for the design of Thomas B. Thriges
Square.
The concept for the square design builds upon the
staging of different types of urban life represented
in the square. Through the notion of elevation, as
a relation between name and design, the different
types of urban life are accentuated creating a city
centre atmosphere – conveying all the opportunities of the city. The name of Thomas B. Thriges is
further reflected in the materials and the detailing of
the square through use of stainless steel and lighting effects the design of Thomas B. Thriges Square
appears as one
unit.
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// PROJECT RECAPITULATION

REFLECTION

REFLECTIONS ON THE KNOWLEDGE CITY
Odense stands at a turning point. As in the start
of the 19th century Odense build its own harbour,
which allowed the city to have an extensive growth
through the 19th and 20th century, with the coming
of the industrial age. Now a new age dawns and
the former industrial glory of the city is wearing of.
The project has taken the standpoint that Odense
has to strength the connections between culture/
recreation, business and education to obtain its
full potential as a knowledge city in order for it to
sustain a future growth. Is this a reasonable standpoint?
As pointed out in the XL chapter the National Plan
Report point out two areas of growth – the eastern Jutland band with Aarhus as the central city
and Zeeland with Copenhagen as central city and
capital. Currently these two cities are linked with
a nonstop train connection passing right through
Odense. Further the possibility of a Kattegat connection entailing a faster direct physical link between Zeeland and Jutland is being considered by
the Minister of Transport.
There seems to be a demand for faster transportation between areas of growth leaving Odense outside the future growth pattern. This gives notion to
the idea of a future Odense as part of the peripheral part of Denmark, an area in decay, which is effected by the tendencies of influx to the major cities
– creating, in time, a ghost town in financial trouble.
Viewing the national plan report it becomes clear
that if a city is not part of the projected growth area
of the country, it has to become part of it to sustain its growth. Here cities as Odense and Aalborg
come in direct competition to twist the growth band
in their direction. Odense and Aalborg have both
evolved on the same strategy of transforming into
an experience economy. Aalborg has recent years

undergone a major transformation on its harbour
front with major cultural institutions build and being built. Odense is following with the project of a
new theatre and music house in combination with
the transformation of Thomas B. Thriges Gade.
Despite these attempts Odense and Aalborg still
haven’t been able to turn the development around
and still appears as losers in the future growth of
Denmark.
Copenhagen is by far the biggest of the three cities
and the nation’s capital giving it a natural position
as a growth area. The difference between Aarhus,
Aalborg and Odense is much smaller regarding
size and population, both when looking at the city
and the region. There is no visible difference between the three cities, they all have several cultural
institutions, a university, a major hospital etc. all
the elements which define a major city in a Danish context. The difference between the three cities
becomes evident in regards to jobs, and especially
in knowledge related jobs. Here Aarhus differentiates itself from the two other. As a consequence of
this Odense has to create more knowledge based
jobs to turn the course around. The question then
arises – how does a city like Odense attract new
job opportunities and thereby increase the amount
of knowledge based jobs? This is an extremely
complex question with no simple solution. The project has viewed this problem from a planning perspective and suggested that in order for Odense
to create more knowledge based jobs the city has
to promote its innovative resources and strength
the connection between culture/ recreation, business and education. The presence of these three
is not enough, it is only in the continually interplay
between the three elements that the city render its
full potential as a knowledge city in growth.
The project evolves on the solution for the generation of a good link between science, students,

business and the city with physical connection that
is free, fast and flexible, with the possibility of a
high branding value – the Bus Rapid Transit system. This system would allow for a more integrated
Odense in relation to culture/recreation, business
and education. Over the past years the virtual
connection between people and the technology
making it possible have increased exponentially.
With online video calls on systems like Skype or
Internet sites such as Facebook, Twitter and other
social medias have experienced a huge success.
This raises the question – why does the connection
have to be physical? Could knowledge sharing between businesses and universities not just as easily take place over the internet?
The Danish institute for futurology states on their
website that a tendency for the future will be an
increased empowerment of the individual by the
help of I-technologies, which will move production
and service into the homes with the help of teleworking, e-learning and e-business. Also with initiatives such as the national home working day the
importance of a strong physical connection seems
to fade. When looking at the history, the image is
completely different. In “Cities in a World Economy”
by Saskia Sassen she begins: “At the end of the
20th century, massive developments in telecommunications and the ascendance of information
industries led analysts and politicians to proclaim
the end of cities. Cities, they told us, would become
obsolete as economic entities. With large-scale relocations of offices and factories to less congested
and lower-cost areas than central cities, computerized workplaces can be located anywhere: in a
clerical “factory” in the Bahamas or in a home in the
suburbs”. She further states that: “ This explosion
in the numbers of firms located in the downtown
areas of major cities in the 1980s and 1990s goes
against what should have been expected according
to models emphasizing territorial dispersal; this is
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especially true when one considers the high cost of
locating in a major downtown area”. She also point
out that even though telecommunication technologies have had caused dispersal of economic activities the information economy still requires a vast
physical infrastructure.
REFLECTIONS ON THE BRT SOLUTION
The designed BRT solution for Odense tries to compress the distance between different existing and
upcoming potential areas of the city. When placing
the route a heavy emphasis was put on connecting
as many as the potential areas as possible. The potentials were selected functions of education, science, culture, business, infrastructural nodes with
national connections and locations in the inner city.
When one function is selected as potential a selective decision is made and another potential might
be deselected. There are so to say winners and
losers when creating an infrastructure. One of the
functions that were deselected was the else popularly used Rosengårdscentret, a shopping district
designed for easy access for cars with big parking
facilities. Rosengårdscentret would probably love
to have a stop on the BRT route, as this would bring
more customers to the shops in the area. With the
decided route of the BRT the inner cities shopping
district was favoured. This decision is probably influenced by a Gehl discourse within urban design
of taking back the city from the car where pedestrian streets are favoured over peripheral shopping
centers as these creates a “more exiting urban life”.
If the decision had been made towards favoring
Rosengårdscentret, it would probably be hard for
the shops of the inner city to compete in the long
run. This could ultimately create a condition, where
the inner city would be less populous which would
also harm café and cultural life of the city. This is
considered to be a far worse situation for the city
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than the fact that the Rosengårdscentret is not directly connected to the BRT route.
Odense was elected national cyclists city during
the years 1999-2002. During this period the city
implemented a series of improvements to make
more people ride their bicycles in favour for their
cars. Odense has since then tried to keep its position and branding as one of the best bicycle cities in
the country. The way this is statistically measured is
by comparing the citizens average ratio of bicycle
trips compared to walking, driving in personal car
or public transport. When living in the centre of
Odense the distance to for example the university
is about seven kilometres. This brings a travelling
time of approximately 25 minutes on bicycle. In
comparison to BRT route drives from the city centre to the university in about 9 to 14 minutes when
including frequency between busses. This makes
the travelling time equal on the BRT for people living up till one kilometre away from the stop, which
encounters almost all of Odense inner city. When
the BRT is free of charge it becomes a pretty obvious competitor to cycling.
It is here important to notice, that the BRT has not
worsened the conditions for cyclists, if anything
rather the reverse. The free BRT would hopefully
transfer a lot of people from car to public transport
both from residence to work, education and recreation, and in between different mapped potentials.
With less cars on the roads, its becomes more
pleasant to cycle with improved air quality, less
sound pollution, easier access across non regulated road crossings.
Only considering the time aspect of the travel is
probably also not enough. The decision of cycling
is based upon various parameters where time and
economy is only some of them; flexibility, health,
lifestyle and image could be others. For a lot of

people the bicycling back and forth from work and
study is considered to be part of their daily exercise. Another aspect is that the bicycle flexible towards swing errands on the way to home or going
to places not covered in the route. The time comparison was conducted on Odense inner city, which
does only represent 25% of the people of Odense.
For a lot of people the bicycle will most probably
still be the fastest alternative to using their car. It is
there by assessed that the overall gain of the city
that the Axis of Knowledge and the free BRT system it brings will far overshadow the fact that might
transfer a few percentages from bicycle to public
transport in the overall statistical charts.
REFLECTIONS ON DIFFERENCE BETWEEN
MASTERPLAN AND STRATEGY PLAN
In this report a strategic plan for Thomas B. Thriges
Gade is developed. It is here argued that the area
is too big to be entirely planned in one masterplan. Instead a strategic plan is proposed of how
the area can develop with time. In the end of the
chapter a proposal of how the six principles of the
strategy could be used to form a plan for the area.
But how does this in the end differentiate itself from
a masterplan? The quick answer is that it doesn’t.
When the strategy plan was created more emphasis on describing how, the atmosphere wished between the buildings and how to ensure it, was taken, than on the building volumes themselves. This
is also seen if you would place the six principles
on top of each other; no defined building volumes
will show up, only where they could be. This brings
certain flexibility to the plan, as different volumes
can be designed for different needs.
By now masterplans has a negative stigma probably related to the massive projects during the
development of the welfare city of which many
ended up having huge social problems like Gell-

erupparken, Aarhus or Vollsmose, Odense, and recently building boom developments which caused
heavy speculation and big gentrified communities
of similar housing blocks like seen on big parts of
new developments of for example Islands Brygge
and on harbour front developments in general. The
masterplan has somewhat gained an image during
the ages as a tool to get a lot build over relatively
short time. But the phrase itself has nothing to do
with its image. Oxford English Dictionary states that
a masterplan is:
“(a) a large-scale or comprehensive plan of action;
(b) a general plan of a building, installation, etc.,
esp. one made prior to construction.”
Is a strategy plan just a disguised form of masterplan that just describes what should be build in another way?

thought of as nine development projects only or
even less based on the proposed amount of building volumes. The strategy is rather flexible towards
how buildings should be shaped as long as they do
to some extent adapt their context. To prevent the
land from just getting bought and developed quickly
with no correlation to the strategy plan, there will
probably need to be added an extra layer to the
strategic plan; plan law. Through law it is possible
to legislate for example that every building should
be designed by individual architectural offices, or
that it is not possible to buy more than one building plot. This way in the end the strategic plan becomes a different form of a masterplan.

The strategy plan has become a tool to describe
bigger development projects in a way, where the
flexibility towards what buildings should look like,
should bring less of the same to ensure a diverse
urban fabric. But to ensure that the flexibility will
be translated into diversity in build design there
needs to strict rules to apply this. An example of
use of strict rules could be the development of
BO01, Malmö Sweden where a so called confetti
plan was designed to ensure diversity, by allowing
developers to buy only sets of building plots that
would be scattered over the huge harbour area.
This ensured an urban fabric with diversity in architectural style and typologies. Where the classical
masterplan did ensure limited flexibility to the build
design to obtain a certain end result, the strategy
plan here was used to demand flexibility to obtain
its wished result. There by the strategy plan can be
expressed as a new way of making masterplans.
If the proposed vision plan based on the strategy
plan should end up being close to what would
get build, then the building blocks could easily be
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MILJØMINISTERIET - Landsplanredegørelse 2009 - http://www.naturstyrelsen.dk/NR/rdonlyres/C0C24D17-46A3-49FC-9667-09D69A31ECEE/85708/ForslagtilLPR09_tilnettet.pdf (PDF)
INFORMATION - LEDER: På den yderste rand - http://www.information.dk/245983
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BT.DK - En hel dansk by i dødens gab - http://www.bt.dk/danmark/en-hel-dansk-by-i-doedens-gab
ODENSE MUNICIPALITY - Kommuneplan 2009-2021 for Odense Kommune - http://www.odense.dk/web3/kommuneplan/hovedstruktur.aspx
DANMARKS STATISTIK - Derfor flytter folk - http://www.dst.dk/Statistik/BagTal/2001/2001-06-01-Folk-flytter.aspx
MILJØMINISTERIET - Landsplanredegørelse 2010 - http://www.naturstyrelsen.dk/NR/rdonlyres/5E513CC8-318A-4992-AB22-4C22AD55F659/0/Landsplan2010endelig.pdf (PDF)
TRANSFORM.DK - http://www.transform.dk/projekter/hby/hby.htm
ODENSE MUNICIPALITY - Plan strategy - http://odense.hportal.dk/node/2632
Olson, Mats - Vidensbyen og byens rum, 2008, http://byensrum.dk/projekter/documents/ByensRum1_web.pdf
FYENS.DK - Luk SDU - Odense har ikke fortjent universitet - http://www.fyens.dk/article/1802861:Odense--Luk-SDU---Odense-har-ikke-fortjentuniversitet
BØRSEN.DK - Årets erhvervskommune 2011 - http://borsen.dk/avisen/boersen_event/aarets_erhvervskommune/aarets_erhvervskommune_2011.html
// PLANNING THE AXIS OF KNOWLEDGE
ODENSE MUNICIPALITY - Odense trafik og mobilitetsplan - http://www.odense.dk/~/media/BKF/Bymilj%C3%B8/Planl%C3%A6gning/trafikplan/Vaerktojskasse_web.ashx
// PLANNING THE AXIS OF KNOWLEDGE: CHOICE OF PUBLIC TRANSPORT MODE
WIKIPEDIA.ORG 1 - http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rapid_transit
WIKIPEDIA.ORG 2 - http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Passenger_rail_terminology
WIKIPEDIA.ORG 3 - http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bus_rapid_transit
// PLANNING THE AXIS OF KNOWLEDGE BRT vs. LRT
COWI.DK - Ring 3 – Letbane eller BRT? - http://www.trm.dk/da/publikationer/2010/ring+3++letbane+eller+brt/~/media/Files/Publication/2010/Ring%20
3%20letbane%20juli10/Ring%203%20-%20letbane%20eller%20BRT%20-%20Hovedrapport_juni_28_WEB-2b.ashx
LETBANER.DK - Uddannelsesbyen planlægger letbane - http://letbaner.dk/nyheder/00392/
KLIMABEVAEGELSEN.DK - Letbaner - http://www.klimabevaegelsen.dk/doc/tema/viden/viden8/trafikplanodense.pdf (PDF)
COWI.DK - LETBANESCREENING - http://www.eodense.dk/Topmenu/ByMilj%C3%B8/Planl%C3%A6gning/Trafikplan/~/media/BKF/Bymilj%C3%B8/
Planl%C3%A6gning/trafikplan/Trafik%20og%20mobilitetsplanen/Bilag/Letbane%20screening%20af%20muligheder.ashx
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// PROJECT RECAPITULATION

PHOTOGRAPHS

Side 8-9: Own photo
Side 14-15: Odense harbor - http://da.henninglarsen.com/media/276601/Odense_Harbour_01.jpg
Side 19: Hus i forfald - http://www.google.cz/imgres?imgurl=http://www.regionmidtjylland.dk/files/Regional%2520udvikling/Nyheder/2009/
Juni%252009/hvam.jpg&imgrefurl=http://www.regionmidtjylland.dk/om%2Bregionen/aktuelt/nyheder%3Fdocid%3D70380&usg=__imZbFweoOXN
Ux6AdUrV2uWhFePE=&h=2592&w=3872&sz=4917&hl=da&start=112&zoom=1&itbs=1&tbnid=H_eornkbSx-EXM:&tbnh=100&tbnw=150&prev=/
search%3Fq%3Dhus%2Bi%2Bforfald%26start%3D105%26hl%3Dda%26sa%3DN%26ndsp%3D21%26biw%3D1659%26bih%3D880%26tbs%3
Disz:l%26tbm%3Disch&ei=KSO2TeqcIZH1sgby-tnaDQ
Side 23: Knowledge exchanging - http://www.xconomy.com/wordpress/wp-content/images/2009/07/naked-truth-crowd.jpg
Side 25: musikkens hus : http://www.tv2fyn.dk/modules/xphoto/cache/6/13506_590_0_0_0_593_333.jpg
byens ø : http://www.dagensdesign.dk/index/blog/Optegnelser/2010/4/19_City_Island_(byens_)_in_Odense_files/view01_M3.jpg
City Campus : http://www.byenudafboksen.dk/#/341461/
Thomas B. Thriges gade: http://www.realdania.dk/upload/_projekter/thomas%20b%20thrige/tbt_6_artikel.jpg
campus : google street
Odense banegårdscenter : http://studenterguiden.dk/upload/place62-0.jpg?gmdate(%27U%27)
motorvej : http://static.panoramio.com/photos/original/36033054.jpg
Nuværende Odense universities hospital : http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/c/c1/Denmark-Odense_University_Hospitalpatient_hotel.jpg
Odense City Centre : Own Foto
New ouh: http://da.henninglarsen.com/media/584619/OUH_01.jpg
Science park : http://odense.freja.biz/sites/default/files/imagecache/page-big-image/bebyggelsen_920x325.jpg
SDE College : Bing maps
Side 30: LRT - http://www.google.cz/imgres?imgurl=http://railforthevalley.files.wordpress.com/2010/06/cityscapes2.jpg&imgrefurl=http://rail		
forthevalley.wordpress.com/2010/06/&usg=__vLeSLJw9t0C4sD3ouVoi5OzcFb8=&h=1200&w=1600&sz=305&hl=da&start=46&zoom=1
&itbs=1&tbnid=1tcbAmkck042hM:&tbnh=113&tbnw=150&prev=/search%3Fq%3Dcityscapes2%26start%3D42%26hl%3Dda%26sa%3D
N%26tbas%3D0%26ndsp%3D21%26biw%3D1659%26bih%3D880%26tbm%3Disch&ei=ySm2Tf_yB8WDswbtsonTDQ
METRO - http://www.google.cz/imgres?imgurl=http://www.3dstudio.cz/image/1-big-montezuma-metro.jpg&imgrefurl=http://			
www.3dstudio.cz/galerie/montezuma-metro.html&usg=__ZDESrK4d8fq2QMrZacw6-PLEsjo=&h=768&w=1024&sz=136&hl=da&start=40
&zoom=1&itbs=1&tbnid=eP2cvNaWOFQLgM:&tbnh=113&tbnw=150&prev=/search%3Fq%3Dmetro%26start%3D21%26hl%3Dda%26s
a%3DN%26tbas%3D0%26ndsp%3D21%26biw%3D1659%26bih%3D880%26tbs%3Disz:l%26tbm%3Disch&ei=JSq2TdqgO4SMswapm
4DBDQ
BRT - http://www.google.cz/imgres?imgurl=http://www.gobrt.org/db/uploads/expres13.jpg&imgrefurl=http://choo-choo-wayne.com/finger
tips-express-don-knotts/&usg=__dGs9YzQ3lGXefKzY8fUP7Qy7G3U=&h=1053&w=1476&sz=235&hl=da&start=2&zoom=1&itbs=1&tbn
id=gw0bjbbUp3-IKM:&tbnh=107&tbnw=150&prev=/images%3Fq%3Dexpres13%26hl%3Dda%26biw%3D1659%26bih%3D880%26tbs		
%3Disz:l%26tbm%3Disch&ei=riq2TZGLOciUswapurzHDQ
Side 43: Crowded - http://www.google.cz/imgres?imgurl=http://1.bp.blogspot.com/_Dl6--jaqkWE/TSMODitFYCI/AAAAAAAAEME/4theSVwvEE/s1600/1029-crowded-train-big.jpg&imgrefurl=http://aviationreport.blogspot.com/2011/01/new-yield-management-paradigm.
html&usg=__TErL0U7zIJgAVXO_AuINe68pT68=&h=888&w=1147&sz=134&hl=da&start=1&zoom=1&itbs=1&tbnid=v_C4kogEBKKyM:&tbnh=116&tbnw=150&prev=/images%3Fq%3D1029-crowded%26hl%3Dda%26tbm%3Disch&ei=wii2TeK8HMWUswae3qDEDQ
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Side 44-45: Own photo
Side 47: Google street photos
Side 59: Odense city - http://www.byenudafboksen.dk/#/479086/
Side 60-61: Own photo
Side 63: Odense inner city - http://www.google.cz/imgres?imgurl=http://www.hcandersen-homepage.dk/200aar-odense/050324.odense-byhca%2520039.jpg&imgrefurl=http://www.hcandersen-homepage.dk/200aar-odense-1.htm&usg=__pUu440fNS8Dwd6X-rUFh8EnSxsU=&h=2608&w=1
952&sz=2561&hl=da&start=9&zoom=1&itbs=1&tbnid=pvVttjoz_qkO2M:&tbnh=150&tbnw=112&prev=/images%3Fq%3D050324_odense%26hl%3Dda
%26tbm%3Disch&ei=pCO2Teq3JcaytAbNvNTZDQ
Side
69:
Elevator
shaft
http://www.google.cz/imgres?imgurl=http://www.worldelevator.com/wp-content/uploads/2009/06/elevator-shaft.
jpg&imgrefurl=http://www.worldelevator.com/products/modernizations/&usg=__AcL_tITc1Bnl_lyOwqVt5voGG6U=&h=1536&w=2048&sz=1565&hl=da&
start=10&zoom=1&itbs=1&tbnid=tofi4qk_v0BDGM:&tbnh=113&tbnw=150&prev=/search%3Fq%3Delevator%2Bshaft%26hl%3Dda%26sa%3DX%26tb
s%3Disz:l%26tbm%3Disch
Side 81: Church: http://www.tunliweb.no/Bilder_SM/_album_budapest/e002_1024pixel.jpg
Uplight trees: http://www.flickr.com/photos/unexpectedbacon/234132485/sizes/o/in/photostream/
Basketbar lys: http://www.bouwenwonen.net/architectuur/special/naiprijs2006/2.jpg
Elevator: http://tang.skidmore.edu/app/public/webroot/files/posts/elevator_inside_lg.jpg
Tree lighting: http://outdoorlightingstlouis.files.wordpress.com/2010/05/patio-lighting-1.jpg
Side 83: Granite:http://image.made-in-china.com/2f0j00BvgaOhUJbMpf/Granite-Paving-Stone-G350-G360-G361-G603-G682-G681-G664-G687G654-G684-G341-G309-G383-G360.jpg
Hoenheim-Nord, Sarah Hadid: http://www.google.cz/imgres?imgurl=http://www.mimoa.eu/images/3939_l.jpg&imgrefurl=http://www.mimoa.eu/
projects/France/Hoenheim/Terminal%2520Hoenheim%2520Nord&usg=__qUCrufhgvto5FLMH6cr98V0knGQ=&h=768&w=1024&sz=186&hl=
da&start=2&zoom=1&itbs=1&tbnid=ZG1plk6WrSfvSM:&tbnh=113&tbnw=150&prev=/images%3Fq%3Dhoenheim%2Bnord%26hl%3Dda%26t
bm%3Disch&ei=5iS2Ta2HFtSBswbUp6i8DQ
Odense pavement: Google street
Rubber: http://img.tootoo.com/mytootoo/upload/44/444027/product/444027_73e165e164e774dc3d018c8d4ef04efd.jpg
Side 97: People crowd - http://www.ght.org.uk/userfiles/image/webgeneral/iStock293834crowd-heads.jpg
Side 98: Public transport - http://www.odessaapartments-ukraine.com/wp-content/uploads/2010/08/public-transport.jpg
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